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Miss Montgomery
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The arrival of Mrs. W. H. Polk on
last night's train has thrown considerable light upon the Montgomery
Statements made by her
.mystery.
'make almost certain that her sister
was not murdered but that in a fit of
despondency committed suicide just
after
as the authorities concluded
finding the pearl handled revolver
which was the property of the girl.
The mounted police and other authorities have been ceaslessly at work
ever since the finding of the girl and
the discovery of the deed. They
have not left a stone unturned but
have

taken

up

every

possible
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North Yakima, Wash., Sept. 29. Ar
in southern .Nevada, riving at five o'clock this
morning

was visited today by delegates to the
American Mining Consrress who were
brought from Goldfield this morning
in special trains.
Several hours were devoted to inspecting the mines and mills of the
and adTonopah Mining Company,
joining properties. The committee on
resolutions concerning the proposed

changes in the legislation concerning
mines will be presented to the Congress for action in the near future.

clue GOVERNOR CURRY
RETURNS FROM SOCORRO.

and sifted it to the very bottom. As
the matter now stands every thing
points to a plain and deliberate case
of suicide while those who still cling
the the theory of murder are unable
to produce the slightest scintilla of
evidence that will indicate murder.
The two strongest points in favor of
murder namely the fact that no powder burns were found on the woman's
skin and the interviews had with the
dying woman at the Sanitarium have
heen explained in a very satisfactory
manner.
One of the doctors who examined
the woman has made the statement
that he, after careful consideration
and study, has come to the conclusion
that it is not only possible but more
than likely that the powder burns if
any would very likely disappear considering the fact that five days elapsed before the woman was found, during which time the flow of blood to
gether with the great amount of
superation that took place, aided by
the rubbing of the neck against rocks
would tend to obliterate any powder
marks. The other point in favor of
the murder theory has been weakened
by a 'comparison of the testimony of
te.cse who talked to the girl.
There is enough discrepancy in the
answers given to questions which
were put to the dying woman to discount entirely the placing of any reliance upon them.

Had a Happy But Mighty Strenuous
Time Land Company Incor-

porates.

"I had a strenuous but splendid
time at Socorro. I was kept busy all
the time, but I enjoyed every moment.
The hospitality of the people of Socorro is

unbounded,"

said

Governor

Curry this noon upon his return from
the Gem City where he spent two days
as the suest of Mavor H. O. Bursum
and in attendance at the fair.
Incorporation.

The Sandia Land and Improvement

Company of Albuquerque today filed
incorporation papers in the office of
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa.
The capitalization is $350,000, divided

into 350,000 shares. The incorporators
and directors are: Carlo Saraeco of
Oakland, Calif., 1,000 shores; James
A. Carruth of Santa Fe, 1,000 shares;
Christopher Szangini, 1,000 shares;
David R. Bentson, 1.000
shares;
Guisenui Garibaldi.
Gradi, 250 shares;
500

1.000;

Lorenzo

Oresti Bachechi.!
shares; Charles Melini, 250 shares,

all of Albuquerque.
The company will start a vineyard
in the neighborhood of Albuquerque.
BILLY PAPKE AND
WILLIE LEWIS MATCHED.

Expected Suicide.
Mrs. Polk, the dead girl's sister, Six Round Bout to Take Place at New
York During Championship
is said to have twice made the stateSeries of Baseball.
ment last night that she rather exPa.. Sept. 29. The Nacommitof
sister
to
her
Pittsburg,
hear
pected
ting suicide. When she arrived here tional Athletic Club has matched Billy
she was taken first to the Palace ho- Papke and Willie Lewis for six rounds.
tel. As the bus drove up to the door, No decision as to the date the bout is
C. H. Ingraham, former cashier of to take place here, but it will be Octothe U. S. Bank and Trust Company, ber 8 or 9, according to the date fixed
was standing at the door. Mrs. Polk for the world's championship baseball
attempted to make clear to the driv- series.
er that she wished to be taken to
the residence of W. H. Kennedy. In- FIRE WIPED OUT
THE LAST SALOON.
graham was called upon to make the
driver understand which he did. Mrs.
Polk then engaged Ingraham in con- Tennessee is Rid of the Only Place
versation. She inquired as to the
Where Liquor Could Be Sold
"kind of pistol that had been found and
Under Law.
when told said that she thought it
McMinnville, Tenn., Sept. 29. Tenbelonged to her sister as the latter nessee's only legal saloon, the Oasis",
carried such a one. She further told situated on a mountain top, four
Ingraham that she supposed that her miles distant, from any school house,
sister had been seized with a fit o! was destroyed by fire last night.
despondency and had committed suicide.
She further stated that the
dead girl ha not been heard of by
th'e members of the family for some
time an that a letter had been written her telling her to write for money
if she was in need. This letter the
dead girl never received as it ar-

1

.

rived after her death.
Repeats Story at Kennedy's.
When Mrs. Polk arrived at Kennedy's in the presence of witnesses
she is reported to have stated that
ehe rather expected that her sister
would commit suicide. She said that
no letter had been received from
her sister for a long period. Further
her sister was subject to violent fits
of melancholy sometimes aggravated
"by illness. Mrs. Polk also said that
the only address known to her folks
was Santa Fe, N. M., general delivery. Had a definite address been
known Mrs. Polk said she would have
written to the people with whom Miss
Montgomery was staying, telling them
about the frequent fits of desponden- cy to which her sister was subject and
asking them to keep watch over her
at such periods.
All of Mrs. Polk's talk of last night
Indicated beyond semblance of doubt
that her sister committed suicide.
Further Evidence of Suicide.

KIWIS

WIFE

To Relieve Suffering From Incur-abl- e
Disease

I

President Taft slept until fight when;
he breakfasted in his car with Gov-- :
ernor Hay and Senator Jones of Washington. Later he was driven through
the famous apple orchards of this
After an informal address j
section.
and luncheon with the leading citi-- i
zons he left for Seattle at 1:43.
President Taft. spoke on the im
press! venyss of the homogenity cf
the American people and how the fact
was impressed on him in Washington
(luring the tariff fight. He said:
"The attitude of the people "throughout the countryiHe'xactly similar to
ward thosequestions which
affect,
therrf in the same way.
In the indignation of the gentlemen
cf the range states with reference .to
free hides we have the counterpart
i,i North Carolina where they are distinctly in favor of $2 lumber, not as
a protective tariff
of course (with
mock gravity) but that the revenues
of the government may be maintained. The American nature is the same
and is affected in the same way not
only by mercantile considerations but
also by the higher sentiments and by
looking at the country at large and
her interests in the same way."
The President will be the guest of
Secretary Ballinger at Seattle tonight.
Program at El Paso.
El Paso, Sept. 29. The protocol for
the meeting of Presidents Taft and
Diaz which has been agreed upon by
the state departments of Mexico attd
the United States has been receive
and was read at the meeting of all
the chairmen of the subcommittees
jn charge of the arrangements for
the visit, at the chamber of commerce. According to the document
all of the international part of the
meeting will be in the hands of the
two governments, the city having!
nothing to do with it. President
Diaz will be met at the border by
the secretary of w:ar, the governor of
Texas, if he is here, the mayor of
El Paso, a military escort, and then
be escorted to the chamber of commerce, where he will meet President
Taft. After an exchange of speeches
a light luncheon of champagne
and
sandwiches will be served and President Diaz will return to Mexico. At
12 o'clock, President Taft will return
the visit in Juarez, accompanied by
his party, the governor of Texas and
the mayor of El Paso. On the
and departure of President Diaz
from American soil the proper salutes will be fired. At 5:30 p. m.,
President Taft will go to Juarez to
attend the banquet, which will ba
;
tendered to him.
To Meet Taft Up the Road.
In discussing the plans for the reception of President Taft, it was decided to leave to the executive committee and the mayor the task of
choosing those who will go to Rim-oor Las Cruces to meet, the President
but it is probable that the entire reception committee will go in a private
car either in a special train or on
the train the night before.
On the arrival of the presidential
train, it will be stopped at the St.
Regis where a breakfast will be tendered President Taft and his party. In
addition to his party about 50 or 60
people from El Paso will be invited,
the invitations to be left to a secret
committee to be appointed by General Chairman Wyatt.

!
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LAND

SLIDE AT DAWSON CAUSES DEATH.

Madrid. Sept. 29. It is officially
announced today that the Spanish
troops occupied Mount Guruga at 7
o'clock this morning.
Adopting Russian Method.
Paris, Sept. 29. The Matin published a story this morning stating
that the Spanish authorities are using drastic measures to rid the city
of revolutionists.
It is said hundreds
of republicans and anarchists suspects are being exiled to the province
without a hearing and often without
opportunity to notify their families.
War is Ended.
Melilla, Sept. 29. A brigade of
Spanish troops occupied the summit
of Mount Gu ruga this morning. Following the capture of Nador and
it is regarded as the practical
finish of the warfare in Morocco.
Zee-liui-

Paris, Ky., Sept. 29. According to
Judge J. J. Osborne of Cynihiana. j
there has been a fresh outbreak of
night riding in the Blue Grass region.!
A tenant on the farm of T. J. McDow-- l
ell, who refused to join the pool of
tobacco growers, were taken from
their home and given 30 lashes by
masked riders. A band of fifty broke
up a political meeting at Milford
shooting out the lights.

J

Made

William Harris, a young negro, who
serving a 90 day sentence in the.
county jail at Silver City, for tres-- l
passing and delaying the mail at
Lordsburg a short time ago, was shot
through the hip by Deputy Sheriff
Nixon when he tried to escape. Har-ris was out in the jail yard doing
some odd jobs when he made the
break to get away and Deputy Nixon
who was guard at the time, took after
him and was forced to wing him to
bring him back.
was

HOMESICK.

1

Pueblo, Sept. 29. Dressed in men's
clothing, Jennie Brown, 20 years old.
was taken from a freight car at the
union station today and is being held
in the police station. In the same car
with her was a young man giving the
name of G. B. Arnold, who says he is a
Denver barber. The girl is pretty and
refined looking.
At the police station she told an unusual story of her experiences in the
world. She said she had been working
in Denver and had only a few dollars
left when she got homesick. She could
and
find no suitable employment
finally decided that she had better go
home to her mother at Fort. Worth.
Not having the money she bought a
cheap suit of men's clothes and climbed into box car on the Colorado &
Southern.
At some station on the road, she
said, Arnold climbed in the car and
when he found that she had no blanket with her he loaned her one. The
wired to Fort
police immediately
Worth and will send the girl home as
soon as her mother wires back and
gives her address.

OMAHA

STRIKERS
HOLD

A

PARADE.

Commercial Organization Attempts to
Make a Settlement of Differences.

e

Thinks Japan Guilty of Breach of
Faith in Monopolizing Mining

D

BOY

KILLED AT TERCIO,
By

NUDE REMAINS

Victoriano Casados of this city this
forenoon received a short but sad
Reyes
message from his father-in-laMont.oya at Wagon Mound, Mora coun
ty, that Reyes Montoya, brother of
Mrs. Casados, had been shot and kill
ed yesterday at the mining camp of
Tercio, near Trinidad, Colorado. Mr,
and Mrs. Casados will leave this eve
ning for Wagon Mound to attend the STRANGE
funeral. The deceased was aged 20
years and was unmarried.

Switch Engine
Runs Into
Mass ot
Rock and Earth Which Was
RIGHT TACITLY CONCEDED
Blockading Track.
A switch engine yesterday ran into
a rock and dirt slide near Dawson,
county.
Night Switchman C.
French Tribunal
Acquits Colfax
B. Turton was killed and Fireman
Workmtn Accused of
John Hensell was seriously injured AUTOMOBILE RACE
in trying to jump. Turton was standDEMANDS TWO VICTIMS.
V Homicide.
ing on the footboard of the engine
when the accident occurred and the Driver Seriously Injured and MechanParis, France, Sept. 29. The French footboard was broken off throwing
ician Killed While Going 70
jury has tacitly conceded the right to him under the engine. The slide was
Miles an Hour.
take life in order to end hopeless suf- caused by recent rains.
fering. A French workman surrenderRiverhead, L. I., Sept. 29. While
ed to the police some time ago saying ONE HUNDRED DOLLAR PRIZE.
a curve in the Long Island
rounding
he killed his wife, to put her out of
Ithaca, N. Y., Sept'. ' 29. Cornell Stock Car races this morning, Herwife University has received an endow- bert
Acquaintances of Miss' Montgomery suffering. It was found that the
Lyttle, a well known professionwho. were her companions at 'the suffered from incurable disease, was ment providing an annual prize of al autodriver, was seriously
injured
boarding house of Mrs, Call state that in constant pain and had appealed $100 for the student who writes the and Mechanician James Bates was
on Tuesday morning of last week, constantly to her husband to kill her. best original poem. If the prize were killed. The machine was going 70
It was also shown that he was dom- for the best college yell, it might miles an hour, pinning both beneath
inated byhlswife. He was acquitted. create some enthusiasm.
it. Lyttle may recover,
(Continued on Page Eight)
'
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Fort Collins, Colo., SeDt. 29. The
city council has tightened the municipal moral code several notches by
passing on first reading ordinances as
follows:
"To prevent the sale of, cigars, confectionery and refreshments on Sunday.
"To prohibit the attendance on public dances of any female person under the age of 18 years unless accompanied by parents or guardian or
having the written consent of such
parent or guardian.
"To prevent the throwing or batting of any ball or other missle on
anv street."

Short But Sad Message Received
Victoriano
His Brother-in-LaCasados.

vessels will reach Troy. The boat
were accompanied by a torpedo flotilla and light draught war ships. Th
first stop will be at Yonkers. It is
announced that the New
dingle balloon race starts some time
today. Tablets were dedicated by
the various historical societies today
and there were exercises in the pul-li- c
schools.
In the afternoon, oarsmen of the
international fleet of warships will
compete in a number of races on the
river. An official banquet will be held
tonight at the Hotel Astor. Both Cnr-tis- s
and Wright made successful aeroplane flights this morning.
Later in the morning Wright made
a spectacular flight around the Goddess of Liberty, at the time attaining
a speed of 50 miles an hour. Curtiss
will make another flight this afternoon. The two dirigible balloons operated by Tomiinson & Baldwin got
away for Albany in the $10,000 race
at 11:36 and 11:39 respectively.
One of the warships seeing the
Baldwin balloon descending put out
two launches which got under the
balloon and rescued Baldwin before
he touched water, towing the airship
ashore. Fell Into the River.
. New York, Sept. 29. Captain Baldwin and his dirigible balloon fell in
the Hudson river off Spuyten-Duyvibut both were rescued uninjured.

Omaha, Neb.. Sept. 29. The governors of the Knights of
a
today-madcommercial
organization,
an attempt to secure a settlement of the street car strike.
The
strikers have been granted a permit TODAY IS LIKELY
DAY FOR EARTHQUAKE.
to hold a parade today.
President Wattles of the Street
Messina, Sept. 29. Frank A. Per-re- t,
Railway Company refused to agree to
the American volcanologist, who
the proposed truce and subsequent ararrived here today, believes from the
bitration.
scientific deductions, that this part
of Sicily will be the scene of more
DEPOSITORS GET
DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR. seismic disturbances. Perret said:
"Wednesday, September 29, is the
Practical Workings of the Bank Guar date most favorable for earthquakes
or eruptions. At that time the sun,
anty Plan In State of
earth and moon are in line with each
Oklahoma.
Oklahoma City, Okla., Sept.. 29. j other, and the moon also is at its
Bank Commissioner Young, who yes-- i nearest approach to the earth."
terday took charge of the Columbia FOUND DYING IN THE
DESERT.
Bank & Trust Company, today began
dollar.
for
dollar
paying the depositors
The bank guarantee fund is being used Jacob George, an Old Prospector, and
His Burro, Almost Dead
to satisfy the claims.
From Thirst.
San Bernardino, Cal., Sejt. 29. With
WOOL AUCTION
SALES POSTPONED. a burro tearing with the his teeth at
the jagged wound in his leg to get the
blood to moisten his parched throat,
and
Brokers
Must
Australian
Buyers
Jacob George, an old prospector of the
First Settle Their Disputes
Mojave desert, was found by miners
Sidney.
in the Slate range
unconscious
and
Melbourne, Sept. 29. It was decid- near death. He was taken to Lone
ed not to hold the present series of Willow
Springs. He may die.
wool auction sales here until the dispute between the buyers and brokers UNCLE SAM PROTESTS
at Sydney is settled.
AGAINST MONOPOLY.

FORT COLLINS KEEPS
YOUNG GIRLS FROM DANCES.

MOUND

a Break for Liberty to Which
Deputy Sheriff Nixon Put a
Short Stop.

n

But Instead of Killing Herself She
Beat Her Way in Freight Car and
Dressed in Boys' Clothes.

WAGON

celebration sailed up the Hudson today to the towns and cities which
will now take up 'he celebration extending it till October 9, when the

York-Alban-

JAIL PRISONER SHOT
AT SILVER CITY.

ANOTHER GIRL WHO
GOT

New York, Sept. 29. The .Half
Moon and Clermont, which have been
the inspiration of the Hudson-Fulto-

Los Angeles Police
Compelled to

Interfere
RUSSIAN

SECT

Fanatics

for Four Days
Worshipped Body of
Dead Girl.
.

(

j
I

Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 29. Alter
repeated protests from citizens, the
police stopped the revolting ceremony
of a Russian sect, the feature of
which was the frenzied dancing of
men and women around an open air
altar on which the nude body of a
dead girl was exposed for four days.
The Russians were compelled to bury
the body which was in a horrible condition from exposure to the sun and
air.

in Manchuria.
Tokio, Sept. 29. A dispatch from
Washington announces that the American government will file a protest
against the agreement whereby Japan
secures a mining monopoly in Manchuria as a breach of faith on1 part of
Japan and violation of the "open
door" policy.

NEW WORLD'S
TYPEWRITING

RECORD.

Miss Rose L. Fritz Writes 1425 Words
in Fifteen Minutes at Madison
Square Garden.
New York. Sept. 28. A new world's
typewriting record was made last
night in the preliminary contests of
the Business Show at Madison Square
Garden when Miss Rose L. Fritz, the
present champion, wrote accurate 95
words a minute for fifteen minutes.
STATISTICS OF IMMIGRATION.
Ottawa, Sept. 29. Statistics of the
immigration to Canada during the
past ten years, shew that the Dominion thus gained, in round numbers,
1.20S.OO0 inhabitants of whom the continent contributed 359,000 the British Isles 527.000 and the United
States 401.000. We seem to have
done our share, not that we love Canada less, but her northwest wheat
lands more.
'
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a CUTICURA CURED

j
NEPENTHE.
The fire has died and the coals are
dull; the sands from the glass:
i
have run;
The sunshine fades in the
med dusk; ihe day of our love is
done.
Our hearts still ache in their emptiness and cry for the days now fled.
Our lips still quiver in tenderness for
the dreams that are dear and
dead.
We had our love in its sweet content,
the hours, the days, the years;
We laughed at the life in our joy of it,
with laughter akin to tears;
We knew the clasp of a tender hand,
the glance of the eyes that told
The things our lips could not hope to
speak a tale that was new yet
old
We lived our life in its fulsoniness,
and what should the heart forget?
We loved and lost, and the Are has
died; but why should the heart
tear-dim--

1

regret?

We dreamed our dreams in a paradise
and what if the night is gray?
We drank the cup of our perfect joy.
Dear heart, we have lived our
day!
Caroline Reynolds, in October Smart
Set.

MEN OF FASHION WANT HART
SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES
If you're interested in sports you're sure to be interested in stylish clothes; you'll meet men who dress well, and want the best.
We can't do better for you. nor for ourselves, than to get you into
Hart, Schaffner & Marx clothes; and that's better than anyone else
can do for you.
All wool fabrics, perfect tailoring, correct styles.
Suits, $22.50, ?25.0D, $27.50, $:;o.00 and $35.00.
This store is the home of Hart, Shaffner & Marx.

District Court in Session District
court is in session at Raton with
Chief Justice W. J. Mills on the bench.
at Gallup Today Bert
Married
Brackett of Albuquerque, and Miss
Marie "Sanjule were married at Gallup
today.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN

Died

and jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.

50

u

$3,30

it

uEUil 10 5. COMMIT.

IS SORIt
and
When 63 Years Old Eye-Ba- lls
Inflamed
Became
Lids
Terribly
Home
Was Unable to Go About
Remedies and Professional Treatment were Equally Unsuccessful.

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

WE HAVE THEM

TOOK FRIEND'S ADVICE:
HAS NO MORE TROUBLE

KANTWEAROUT
"About two years ago my eyes got
In sucli a condition that I was unable to
go about. They were terribly inrlamed,
both the balls and lids. I tried home
remedies without relief. Then I decided to go to our family physician, but
he didn't help them. Then I tried two
more of our most prominent physicians,
but my eyes grew continually worse.
At this time a friend of mine advised
me to try Cuticura Ointment, and after
eyes were
using it about one week my two
weeks
considerably improved and in
have
they were almost well. They
never given me any trouble since. I
was then sixty-thre- e
years old and am
I shall never fail to
now sixty-fivepeak a word of praise for the Cuticura
Remedies when I have an opportunity,
and I trust that this letter may be the
means of others being cured as I have
been. G. B. Halsey, Mouth of Wilson,
Grayson Co., Va., Apr. 4, l'JOS."

& HERCULES BRAND

$4.00

PRICES
FROM

$6.00

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

If you want a good pair of Shies
forthebryiry a pair of
BULL'S fcYE or BUSTER BROVN Make
They will wear and cost you no
more than other makes.

e.

CALL AND SEE THEM

SKINS ON FIRE

PO

FOR

Box 219.

A

HALF CENTURY

Phone 30

THE LEADING DRY GOODS

With Torturing, Disfiguring
Eczemas, Rashes

HOUSE

IN THE

CITY.

And other itching, burning, bleeding,
scaly and cruated skin and scalp humors

are instantly reuevea,
and speedily cured, in
the majority of cases,

Lida,

TRY OUR

by warm baths with
Cuticura Soap, to

cleanse the skin, gentle
with Cutianointings
cura Ointment, purest
and sweetest of emollients, to soothe and heal
the skin, and mild doses
of Cuticura Resolvent (liquid or pills),
blood.
Guaranteed absoto purify the
lutely pure and may be used from the
hour of birth.

Ufa lea

Gnniiil

Also Good for Chickens

International Stock Food

KETCH

Ms

Santa Fe.

100 lbs Pansy Flour

Incorporated 1903

.

Phone 10a
In

Established 1856.

29, 1909'

Diamond Thief Captured Gussie
Gray, the negro diamond thief, has
been recaptured by Sheriff McGrath
of Silver City.
SOLE AGENTS FOR
Discharged From Insane Asylum
Mrs. Alice B. Whitefleet has been discharged from the territorial insane
rmieiirn Snap (25c .), Ointment (50c .) Hesotvent
(5no ). and Chocolate Crated Tills (25c). arc sold
asylum at Las Vegas and has gone to throughout
the world. Depots: London. 27. Cha
tcrhiiw Sq.; Paris. 5. Rue dp la Paix: Australia,
Perea, Mexico, with her daughter.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
R. Tiwns & Co., Svdnev: Sonth Africa, I.cnnon,
LEO
Pleaded Guilty to Uttering WorthLtd Cape Town. Natal, etc.: Potter Knur Chcin.
Corn.. Sole Props.. 137 Columbus Ave.. Boston.
less Drafts J. H. Nicholson pleaded
Free, Cuticura Book on Skin Disease
Flour, Hay, Grain, Potatoes,
guilty at Albuquerque on two counts
charging him with uttering worthless
Knights of Pythias Elect Officers
drafts and was sentenced by Judge
SaltacJ
The
Xew Mexico Grand Lodge of
Ira A. Abbott to three fonths in jail
electat
of
Socorro,
Pythias
Knights
on each count.
ed the following officers: W. Homer
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
Newspaper Man Weds Edward K. Hill of Socorro,
grand chancellor; H.
of
the
Kates, formerly
Albuquerque H. Williams of
Doming, grand vice
Citizen, and who has visited Santa Fe,
C. H. Bernhard of
Las
All persons having a hat cleaned and blocked are
was married yesterday at Albuquerque chancellor;
Vegas, grand keeper of records and
to have a pair of trousers pressed free of charge.
entitled
to Miss Nellie A. Christa of Rochester,
seals; L, W. Galles of Albuquerque,
N. Y., hut formerly a teacher in the
Ladies & Gents garments cleaned and pressed a Specialty
grand prelate; George L. Bradford of
Alb.uquerque public schools.
Dawson, grand master of exchequer;
Editor Arrested for Assault Carlos V. Q. Fawcett of
Roswell, master of
Goldberg Cleaning and Pressing Establishment
Wood, editor of a Spanish paper at arms; H. L. Bickley of Raton, inner
o
Raton, was arrested for assaulting
PHONE 203 B LACK
208 WEST PALAOK AVE."
guard; Howell Earnest of Clayton,
Tafoya with a heavy iron instru outer guard; John A. Haley of Carri-zozment. Tafoya was offended at some
Goversupreme
LI'ff 'SWaPBtWWIWUiJMli
IHWgWMJ.WUUimj JilBW
i
remark in the paper and looked up nor Curry met representative.
the members of the PS3
Wood to have hint make a correction.
an
at
informal
grand lodge
reception.
Wanted to Stop Horse Race Arm- A
banquet and ball were the features
ed with a revolver and a water hcse, nf iha pntAi'tninmmit nf fho m'oitnrc I
so a dispatch from Socorro says, Mrs.
Thomas Jacquez yesterday tried to
stop a horse race on San Francisco
Fe, New
street, but she was taken in custody
by the sheriff and the race was run.
Paul Owen Sentenced to Reform
School Paul Owen, son of a form&
er sheriff of Lincoln county, pleaded
guilty to issuing a worthless check
Telephone No 148 Red
Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest
and was sentenced by Judge Ira A.
Abbott at Albuquerque to the reform
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
school at Springer to serve from one
to two years.
Winter Marries Spring Mariano
& SON
Ortega of Villaneuva, aged 73 years, D. M.
Academic and Preparatory Courses
and Josefa Ortiz of La Cuesta, aged
form Separate Departments
IS. have been granted a marriage liBuilders and Contractors
cense at Las Vegas. Martinez Lucero
BOARDlNGand DAY STUDENTS.
Send for Prospectus
of Los Alamos, and Luisa Garcia cf
PLANS & ESTIMATES
Studies
resumed
September 1st.
the same place, and Juan Gomez and
Furnished on short notice
Marta Lob;tfo of San Geronimo were
BROTHER HERMES. President
also granted marriage licenses.
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY

NATHAN SALMON.
store

Meningitis

yesterday.

at SALMON Store

San Francisco Street.
The largest and the only

Spinal

a half year old daughter
of A. Matteuci, died at Albuquerque

the two and

On notes, diamonds

Win. FAR Aff

of

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

Ihe

1.65

W,

100"

I

Bobolink

50 "

St. Michael's College

$3.20

ti

1.60

'

CREAM

fash risfp.r tirMa

Ul vC

with all cash purchases.

Telephone

EEE2S2S2

Ap SEE FOE YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
CALL

.8

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry Silverware, Deco-

rated

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

Goods.

$100 Reward $100.
The readers of this paper vill be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be-- .
iig a constitutional diseasefl requires
a constitutional treatment. Hall's Ca- tarrh Cure is takerj internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, Now is
the time to anticipate
and giving the patient strength by
asbuilding up the constitution and
your h ;at w ints.
sisting nature in doing its work. The
proprietors have so much faith in its
LET US FIGURE YOUR
curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it
fails to cure. Send for list of
House for American Idea

A Morning Joy

l

An
Evening Comfort

t

qw

S. Spitz

MAUFACTURER
JEWELER

AT

ZGOK'S
PHARMACY
PHONE NO '218

' Conipmpnr

'Repairs

-

rr

"

Ov.

-

'!

x'rCoalqases

mplicity

i

EXTRAVAGANCE
J
j

Safety

j

"j

IDEAL Boilers and
AMERICAN Radiator

Why not let us route you to good
health.
The economy in fuel consump- tion will in due time pay all transporta- tion costs.

Wood-Davi- s

AT
Powder

Talcum Powder Made

r-

'Cleanliness

Xrw - Limitations
ssFa00
rreau ar

ECONOMY

LI

I

COALEATER

FOR THE TOILET AND. NURSERY

The Purest Impalpable

mfort

DESPAIR

ME

IMITATI

testi-monal-

Address F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggisu, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

rPureair

!

-'---

ZS1

HEALTH;

WHICH WAY?
L

1

comesrceantVfTcrary

HOOVER

No. 40

Mexico

dbyethId CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

MILK

Courses

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Santa

FRESH EGGS

"

ZOOK'S
PHARMAGY
PHONE

NO." 21 3

"WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1909
The New Mexican. Printing ComWHY SO WEAK?
pany -- has on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable for school Kidney Troubles May Be Sapping
Your Life Away. Santa Fe People
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
Have Learned This Fact.
and merchants; good everywhere. We
l
will
them at 5 cents in book form.
When a healthv man or woman be- -

SOGHO

cause, becomes weak, l:(ngu(i, depressed, suffers backaches) headache,
dizzy spells and urinary disorders,
look to the kidneys for the cause of
it all. Keep the kidneys well and
they will
keep you well. Doan's
Kiduev Tills cure sick kidneys and
a Santa Fe
2 33 p m keep them well. Here is
testimonial to prove it.
7 p. m
J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz street,
Santa Fe, X. M., says: "I have used! LIVELY
Doan's Kidney Pills off and on for
two years and they have done me a

FARE
Ten. xxiilss

$5.00

nearer Good teams

nWFSTRRN

T NVRSTORXt

I

Jf

(I

FOR
OPPORTUNITY

sunfisht'd across the
scries of hogbacks.
Ths-- horse ridden l.y B.ut ras was a
to saddle, but was not a hard
uidr when once umW the saddle, lit"a
I'oiKih! ,so hard iu the pens that
niimbfr of gates had to he reining
before another horse could be saddled. It was dark when the last

iSA

SUCCESS

Sf

Ipt

small of my back, sometimes extending into my bladder caused me a
great deal of suffering, particularly
when I took cold. I was bothered
mostly in the winter. In addition to
the pain in my back, there were symptoms of inflamation of the bladder.
The kidney secretions were highly
colored and when passed were attended with a scalding pain. I never used
a remedy that acted as satisfactory as
Doan's Kidney Pills.
They proved
to be just the medicine my case re
quired and the complete cure they
brought has led me to recommend
them on more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-Milburcents.
Buffalo,
Co.,
New York, sole agents for the United

BRONCHO

BUSTING

TO

TW M0CM5S

M DCVtlWrtBfT

Of

IW OttAI

Carnival and Grand Ball
This Evening Concludes
Festivities.

Socorro, X. M., Sept. 20. The in- dust rial parade was the big event of
the second day of the third annual
Socorro county fair. Nearly every
lnanufacturer and merchant of the
town was represented by a float. C.
T. Blown, the mining man, presented
a most beautiful
tloa). of finerals,
which will be takei. to Albuquerque
and exhibited during the territorial
fair.
The parade was undoubtedly one
of the most creditable parts of the
fair and reflected great credit both
States.
Remember the name Doan's and upon participants and management.
it is impossible for lack of space to
take no other.
describe each float in detail but tlv
CONFESSION NOT SACRED.
following is a partial list of those parj

i

n

M

j

'

j

privil-jma-

n

j

well-estab-

a

New Mexico Military Institute

Ih

PL.

"A."

horse was ridden.
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for bulnes
Th. Town Illuminated.
life. Great
The t'jwn was bright last night
amount of open air work. Ilealthiets location
from spectacular electrical displays j
of any Ml lltary School In the Cnion. Located
mm-A great blazing ban- - 8
jii store fronts.
i
n the beautiful
Pcos Val!ey the garden
ner of lisdits show the word "'Stateof the West at an e'evation of 3,700
spot
hood" at the entrance to Kittrell's
feet above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
was the keynote
park. "Statehood"'
lttie rain or snow during session.
of Governrr Curry's speech yesterday.
E'even Officers and Instrticicrs, all graduThe chief executive told of his call
from etar dard eastern colleges. Ten
ates
Tu.fl
ilt
'"ot Springs.
upon President
Va., before
buildings, throughly furnished, heat jd. lighted
the inauguration and
and modern In all respects. '
hi promise of a right to vote.
REGENTS E. A. Gaboon, President; W
Big Crowd is There.
LI
The old tow n was never more thor- .
.
G,
Hamlllou, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
jjf
onahly animated than on this auspi- Treasure,-- ; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
It is the big event
cious occasion.
A Fllyan
of the county and judging from the
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
crowd no one has stayed at home to
address.
water the cattle. Cattlemen from the
W. WILLSO.
COL.
Arizona line are mingling with the
Suaerlntendani
sheepmen of the mesa east of the
Rio Grande. They have been coming
k
for several davs and have
camp for the week.
Socorro merchants are reaping a
harvest.
Slock raisers are prosper-- ;
ous and they are showering
their
coins cn the retailer.
are the richest alkalin Hot Springs In the
The three days program would be! These celebrated Hot Springs
world. The efficiency of these waters
in
Ancient
the
midst
of
located
the
considered fine even for the territor-has been thoroughly tested by the
e
west
jj Cliff
miles
ial fair at Albuquerque.
twenty-fivBilly Martin,
Dwellings,
miraculous cures attested to In the
as the manager, is backed by liberal of
Taos, and fifty miles nortb of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheufrom
merchants.
Socorro
subscriptions
j
and about twelve miles from Bar-- j matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Purses and prizes have been hung Fe,
anco Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
up with such generosity that all the
Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections. Scrofula,
So- sports will he hotly contested.
line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Comcorro, Carthage and Magdalena are daily
The temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathrepresented by strong baseball teams.! from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are
ing J2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
Ben Beagle's Alice, Ben and Bolt
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate per month.
Stage meets Denver
a
Alice
jgjue one ui uie uiK in actions.
and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
is the big bear that made a hit on very dry
round. There is now a commod-- i upon request. This resort Is attracthe Albuquerque trade
excursion year
touc hotel for the convenience of in- - tive at all seasons and Is open all
len and Bolt are bears like Alice, but valids and
tourists. People suffeing winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
not. quite as clever.
from consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
The Queen of the Fair.
Miss Edna Hammell, the beautiful contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
'llPSo Wfltpra nntnln 1 fi9ft 9d irraina same day. For further particulars
daughter of William Hammell, wears
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
the queen's crown with
charming j
grace. The coronation was the big
event of the day and this evening at
uie hocorro opera House the queens
Oj i CilisnU. Tais. County N M
ball will take place. It will be the
society event of the fair.
There are band conceits every
night, and fireworks.
Wednesday
night the fair will close with a carnival. There will be a cowboy ball
that night.

t
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j

QJO CALIEfiTE ijOT SPRINGS.

j

1

j

j
j

j

j

j
j
j
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ANTONIO JOSEPH,

j

j

Proorietor.

Wells Fargo & Company

Express

TERRITORIAL CATTLE
ASSOCIATION CONVENTION.

General Express Forwarders

Will Be Held at the Territorial Fairl
in Albuquerque on October
12 and 13.

TO

All

I

It

recently announced that t lie
first annual convention of the New
Mexico Cattle and Horse Growers' As- is

sociation
?o

will

origin

be

In

Albuqurque

j

y

m.

uiwiu6

ens

v

DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
M0NEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throagtioat the United States, Cinaia Mexico
por.iga Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

bT.rioSckTahen
i

j

Livestock raisers of New Mexico
and Arizona, and
from adjoining!
states, together with the representa-Mrs- .
of aU cmmected ,
wi je
welcon)ed at the conv,nUoll,
and also at the association s office in
few
to be opened for
Albuquerque
flowers and which made an elaborate
OF
j days preceding the meeting.
appearance.
ine. visit oi rresment wiiiiam n.
n
NTpvt fnllnwpfl
tmmhpr of finp
horses from the fair exhibit and theniTatt t0 Albuquerque at the time; the
came the carriages of the many citi- caned meeting there ot all held in-spectors of the cattle sanitary board
zens who participated.
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
for
the same date, the concentration of
Magdalena and Socorro are battling
t
officials and rangers of the Third dis-- J
on
afterdiamond
the
this
baseball
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women noon. Magdalena won from Cartilage trict, U. S. forest service of which
yesterday, 5 to o, in a snappy game, Albuquerque is headquarters together
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
with other conventions and events of-when in action, but long drawn-ou- t
Mechanical
fer
the attending stock growers a week
in
in
same
because
McGuire
offered
are
courses
Umpire
(the
Agriculture,
College
McGuire who assisted Jim of interest, with many opportunities,
"Puffy"
O'vil and Electrical Engineering and it Household Eco
Jeffries at the Albuquerque fair four of course, for . business negotiations
men, ranch and
years ago), was so particular abctit with commission
and
Mechanics
Agriculnomics. Also short courses in Practical
keeping the grounds clear. If Mag- stock dealers and others in attenddalena wins today, Socorro and Car- ance.
ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
This organization of cattle and horse
thage will have to play for second
growers was effected a year ago at the
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities money tomorrow.
' Every team here is stuffed with im- time of the National irrigation Confor self support.
ported players. Magdalena played gress in Albuquerque, and it was so
five
El Paso men and Gonzales of A- done by the advice of the Governor
For Catalogue and further information, address the President
lbuquerque yesterday, and2 Carthage and the cattle sanitary hoard, who
had an El Paso pitcher and four A- left that,the spirit of combination and
now successfully per
lbuquerque players., Socorro has a full
team of
N.
players
Mex.
meating all industrial enterprise, must
Agricultural College,
The big event tonight will be the an(j coui,i be profitably applied to live- ball of the queen of the fair, Miss stock raising, and that our southwestHammell, voted the most beautiful ern growers would soon find themyoung lady in Socorro county.
in
selves at serious disadvantage
Four Rough Riders There.
EOSWELL-TOR11ANC- E
many ways without such organization.
One of the most exciting features of
The same opinion was also held by
the fair is the broncho busting conU. S. MAIL AND PA SSENGER ROUTE,
stock men; and enough of
thinking
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving test. There are four riders, and all them
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
once took hold to quietly lay
at
between
30
house
over
of them are so expert that it will be
Passengers
Agenta for the Bulck, Pope Toledo, these
over any other route. difficult for the judges to decide the the foundation of a future, powerful
points
Automobiles.
Kissel
association.
Since then, plans have
and
Full equipment of modern Cars In winner.
is a $75 saddle. been
The
Shortest route between Roswell and service securing comfort to passen The contestantsprize
cautiously but sufficiently adof
are
Miller
Rawles
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and gers. Courteous and expert Chaut Silyert.cn,
vanced; and,' at the coming convenTexas; Emelio Valles of tion, conference is desired
with as
Santa Fe and all points in the
Seats
feurs in charge of every car.
Abo, N. M.; Bernardo Olguin a home
Valley and western New Mex- reserver on Auto by applying to boy, and Jacobo Barreras, of Conda-do- . many interested cattle and horse
ico.
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
The mounts are a bunch of wild growers as can conveniently attend,
Automobiles leave Roswell dally at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Rob horses from G. G. Baca's ranch in when opportunity will also be given
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for ivell, New Mexico.
eastern Socorro county. They are fat all to present ideas, grievances, etc.
The temporary address of the asso60 lbs. Anj Land
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
Baggage allowance
strong and the four rode yester
amount of baggage can be carriei day proved good buckets.
ciation's secretary is now at MagdaRailway.
s
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arriv by notifying Company at Roswell.
Silverton drew a
sorrel, lena, N. M., and there commiunica-tioncan be sent by those unable to
with a bald face, an outlaw, and he
rode it without a bridle and with appear iu convention.
hands in the air. It jumped
Best Treatment Tor a Burn.
across the park, and then
If for no other reason, Chambergaye up.
Valle's horse was a strong and lain's Salve should be kept in every
vicious bay, that acted very badly un- household on account of its great
til saddler, but proved a mild buck-er- . value in the treatment of burns. It
Eyes Tested and
The mount Olguin drew was a allays the pain almost instantly, and
RIGHT PRICES
roan that didn't look like unless the injury is a severe one,
Fitted By Up-toRIGHT GOODS
he had a good jtimp in him. But he heals the parts without leaving a scar.
for
Oat Method did. Olguin had no more than hit This salve is also unequaled
-JRIGHT SERVICE
the leather than roany jumped out of capped hands, sore nipples and disthe saddling pen. Having given the eases of the skin. Price 25 cents.
CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SILVERWARE.
N. M.
alarm, he stuck his head between his For sale by all druggists.
46 San Francisco 8treet, 8anU

.w,vw

7
j

Tuesday, October 12th, and the session
will doubtless be concluded on the

.

Parts of the World

I

Charles W. Dudrow

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE

.

j

Cham-bon'-

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

j

ISO

i

LIVERY STABLE

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

1

11

W. E.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Weil Point of ths Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Armv Inspector RANK SCHOOL IX CLASS

Ths

I

ticipating.
iwuao Aiwiwi. touw
First regiment band of Santa Fe;
Cardinal Gibbons Upholds Decision
Socorro fire department.
Woman
Must
That
Repeat
25
to
Add
Cents
the Annual Subscrip
Queen's float all in white, bearing
Story Told Priest.
lion Rate of the New Mexican Publi
Miss Hammell, who was chosen queen
to
Receive the Western
cations,
Baltimore. Md.. Sent. 29. Cardinal ot tne tatr uy popular vote, ana ner
Investor's Review,
Gibbons upholds the decision ot Judge escort and attendants. Xaturally this
Milliken of Xew Bedford, Mass., in float was one of the very prettiest
directing Mrs. Manuel Aramico, whose shown.
"BACK TO THE WOODS' husband is suing Father Mercissos fori Carriage in which rode Governor
Delegate
$1,000 to repeat the conversation she Curry, the guest of honor,
had with a priest iu the confessional. VV. H. Andrews, Mayor H. O. Bursum
He declared the testimony of the wo-- j and C. T. Browjn, prominent mining
and citizen.
man in such a case was net
Next in line came forty or more
eged and that the action of the court
cowboys and cowgirls, such horsemen
was in accordance with
'
alul horsewomen as only Soccrro
lished nrecedent.
"If she wanted to relate conversa- county could produce in such goodly
tions in the confessional, it is evi- nufbers.
Mining float arranged by William
dence," said the prelate, ""but the
forced
is
Teniiey.
from
being
privileged
priest
Water wagon on which rode studto go on the stand and tell what has
been said to him in the confessional. ents from School of Mines and which
This latter was established in Xew provoked much applause and merri
York something like a hundred years ment.
Float by Socorro Milling Company,
ago, in the Coleman case, where it
to
the inferior woods that you used . was
laid down that a priest does not made up of flours produced by this
use if this new line of Lumber of have to tell
the conversation of the mill.
ours is not the best you ever put a confessional."
Well drilling outfit, in full working
order by Z.' T. Gibbons, well drilling
saw or nail in! We are striving to
contractor.
Good for Biliousness.
and
supply only the best seasoned
Float of G. W. Cook, a liveryman,
"I took two of Chamberlain's Stombe
(least flawed Lumber that can
ach and Liver Tablets last night, and bearing a globe representing the
and we I feel
found in this neighborhood,
fifty per cent better than I have earth and a motto entitled "The
in
believe we are succeeding
pleasing for weeks, says J. J. Firstone of Al- world moves."
Floats by Lowenstein Dry Gocds
jill our numerous customers. Let us legan, Mich. "They are certainly a
hear your complaints either as to fine article for biliousness." For sale Company; S. Fischer, meat dealer;
s
Rio Grande Supply Company;
quality or price. We'll cheerfully by all druggists.
Union
Mercantile Company;
remedy anything that's wrong.
If you want anything on earth try saloon, IS. Defensor del Pueblo; P.
M. Yonker, carriage maker; the Illia Xew Mexican want "ad."
nois Company, and a carriage by ex- "
,V
W
E Martin, wife of the
manager of the fair, participated.
which was
driving her own carnage,
.
.. ,
...
,
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Parade Yesterday
Was Most Interest
ing Feature

Barranca to Taos
Leaves BARRANCA at
Arrives at TAOS at

I

A GREAT

MOODY'S HACK LINE
From
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FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES, SI INGLE
BUGGIES. SURRIES. HACKS.

j

j

CALL UP 'PHONE
When in Need of Anything in the
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

NO. 9
Livery

Line

Garrison,

j

piegelb&rg

AUTOMOBILE

J. W, STOCKARD, managzr
diamonds

h.

liiaD

-

Francisco

ana Plsiisan

Street

m

lares

Carlos

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals.
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything in Our Line.

V TW0 WEEKS SALE
Ui)mi SPECIAL
ftltfT

stiff-legge- d

C. YONTZyATCHKS

of the finest

,

Embroideries s White Goods

.

FILIGREE
EWERELY-

MEXICAN

--

627 San

F,

ALL OP THE VERY
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
LATEST AND NEWiST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
'

flea-bitte- n

-:

...

INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED

ADOLF
8

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO.

J
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at the Santa Fe Postoffice.

OFFICIAL

Daily, six months, by mail

$3.75
2.00
1.00

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

!'

j

true, friend ol New Mexico, who

has shown n,01"e than ordinary interest
in tllis commonwealth and its welfare.
0f course, it will not take much
to convince him that Santa
Fe needs a federal building. For years
already, the federal court has had no
room in the present federal building;
the census bureau will have to look
for private quarters for there is not an
office in the federal building available
for it. The postoffice had to lease for
another five years a private building
on Palace avenue. The forestry headquarters are crowded and if the district headquarters had decided to locate here they would have had to go
to Albuquerque after all for lack of
office room. Santa Fe is the capital of
one of the largest commonwealths of
the United States and a federal
building with rooms for federal
court, for U, S. marshal, U, S. district
attorney and other federal offices
which have gone to other towns because they could not get suitable offioe space here.
Many a little, insig-- ;
nifieant cross roads town has its fed- eral postoffice building while Santa
Sr-ln-

post-offic-

OF SANTA FE.
The oldest babkirg institution in New Mexico.
K.

"That people have been summoned
before the grand jury in regard to the
redlight district is the rumor about
the court house tllis morning and the
rumor is carried still farther to the
effect that there will be something
doing in this section of town within
a very short time.
"It is said that the officials are mak- ing a thorough investigation with a
view to cleaning up tiie Third street
resorts. Conditions are said to be
growing worse despite careful supervision and restrictions and for this
reason the rumor has it, the officials
have determined that it must go.
"Some startling developments are
promised within a few davs."

The survey of the Santa
Scenic Highway has
finished and the road itself is
built this winter. It Will not
expensive proposition and it will give
employment to men from the dry farming sections who find it necessary to
work, during the winter months. The
road will be only 05 miles long, about
thirty miles shorter than the railroad
mileas e. Its maximum grade will be
of the maximum of tha
only
present road and it will in time become a great artery of tourist travel
and of trade between the capital and
the metropolis. It will mean the completion eventually of the road from
here to Las Vegas so that tourists may
in one day make the trip across the
Pecos forest, across the magnificent
mountain ranges and valleys and down
the Rio Grande valley through Indian
pueblos, from Las Vegas to Albuquerque via Santa Fe. In all the world
there will be no other automobile or
tourist road of 115 miles offering so
much in varied scenery, in historic
and human interest, as will the Scenic
Highway from Las Vegas to Albuquerque via Santa Fe. It will be a monument, to the administrations of the
present day, just as the Appian way
has been a monument to the Roman
emperors for almost two thousand
years,

-

one-fourt-

Albuquerque or Santa Fe. was again
forcibly illustrated this week. The railway mail clerk on the New Mexico
Central train was taken sudden ill and
had not Postmaster Shearon taken the
initiative and provided some one to
a
moLecl lue llm- - 11 YVUU1U "ave
ween netore tne ftstancia vaney anu
the eastern New Mexico connections,
would have had their regular mail
supply, for the chief clerk stationed at
El Paso, telegraphed it would be that
long before he could furnish a substitute for the run from Santa Fe to
New Mexico and Arizona
Torrance.
form a natural railway mail division
by themselves and it is not conducive
to good service to have jurisdiction
over it divided among four headquarters as far apart and so distant from
the Territories as Fort Worth, Denver,
Los Angeles and El Paso. Albuquerque or Santa Fe would be logical headquarters for a division.

this Territory
remember that in the days of
Cleveland, they had the Presithey had the House, they had
the Senate, they had the Territory
and yet no enabling act was passed?
Do they remember that in the days of
Elkins a handful of
Senator
Santa Fe will be called upon during DemocraticStephen
Congressmen kept New
the next thirty or forty days to enter- Mexico out of the Union when the Retain a number of distinguished visitors
publicans had decided to take it in at
and it should do so worthily and with the
same time as Colorado, something
iTu:i
u.b.u.j. mnm-NBs-i
jjke 33 yearg agQ? After they naye
Bartholdt, Senator Borah, Senator
,TQ
tWo
Carter and the Senatorial Irrigation let them
say something about the ReCommission. Secretary of the Interior
publicans not keeping the faith and
Ballinger and Postmaster General platform pledges on statehood. The
Hitchcock, can and will do much for Republicans will redeem their pledge
the, welfare of the comonwealth and and' will admit New Mexico and that
the community, they should not be before another
year has passed. Facts
pestered for requests of their-- good and history are stubborn things and
will, nor with tales of our political can not be manufactured to bloster
grievances. Those who are planning political and factional claims.
to take an.v of the visitors to the side
and pouring out to them all their politSecretary of War Dickinson appears
ical troubles or ambitions for gov-- '
in a new light, as a hero, who at risk
ernment jobs, are planning an act of
to himself preserved the life of a
treachery to their town and will at the fellow attorney, who but for the
same time give an exhibit of bad brave deed of the
distinguished cabitaste that ought to hurt, rather than net
officer, eleven years ago, would
help them with- the visitors. Santa Fe have lost his life by drowning. That
and some of its population have a good the deed was
given public recognition
many things to' ask for, but let them only yesterday by the conferring of a
ask at the proper place. Let the gold medaL detracts nothing from its
present visit of these notables be de- worth as an example to every man
voted to making a good impression, to and boy of the type of unselfishness
showing the beauties and attractions and willingness to
that
of the city and demonstrating to them is the manifestation of strong characthat we are as well governed and as ter and high ideals.
prosperous and as progressive as any.
other community in the United States.
As
as the Bost0n wool market
It is well that the investigation of Let us hide any grouch or any plaints and long Kansas
the
City livestock mar-othe circumstances surrounding the
any dissatisfaction we may feel in ket send in reports as they have been
tragic death of the young woman the kitchen when we have company in the past few months all is well in New
teacher which has aroused the com- our parlor.
Mexico. Better still it would be if
munity as it has not been for years, is
..
New Mexico had its own woolen mills,
thorough. While everything points to
The proposition advocated by the its own PckinS plants to handle its
suicide, there are also apparent cir-Then the common-militiGuard Association that the raw products.
National
cumstances that make the theory of
New Mexico and Arizona be wealth would be independent of the
of
foul play not altogether improbable.
and become a part of the world for the home markets would
The community must be satisfied that mounted
branch of the National Guard consume an mat couia be produced
cavalry
no attempt is being or has been made
is wise. Of course, it
to gloss over anything that would ob- organization,
would mean increased appropriations
After reading the police notes in
scure the real facts in the case. For- and more
equipment. from the federal ' its daily exchanges, each Monday, the'
the
members
of the coroner's government but the latter could well New Mexican is convinced that 'there'
tunately,
jury are men of such high standing Jlfford this In return fni .having of ara mnra rirunlra n Maw Afnvtnn
that their conclusions will be accepted its beck a well mounted, well
trained, on Sunday than all the other six
as being the truth as near as it can be enthusiastic
cavalry force in time of diays of the week taken together I
ascertained at this time.
Will
please
Graver
dency,

the Democrats

of

j0,

-

-

j

self-sacrifi-

n

r
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Assistant Cashier.

SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS-

Transacts a

gei-era-

-

$75,000

baokipg business in all its brancaes.

l

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral secarity. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys a- d sells
domestic and . foreign, exchange and tmakes"
.telegraphic
transfer of money to all parts of the civilized w or fd on as
; liberal terms as are
given bj any money transacting
; public or private:
Interest allowed on time deposits at the
. rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or
year's
time, Liberal advances made on con ignments of livestock
and products. The bank executes al1 orders of its
patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all respects, as is ooisistent with safety and
the principles oi sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.
-

,

1
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THE

The Sunday law must be to blame.

PALACE HOTEL
VAUGHN pROP,

WJJ-.LIA-

One of the

Best Hotel

Cuisine and
Table Service

the West

in

L?rge Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

Unexcelled

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

.AMERICAN AND
SUROPE-APLA

dad, Colorado.

G. W.

PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counseilor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.
GEORGE

w.

HOTEL
J.

BARBEft,

Attorney and Counsel
Practices in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.

Lincoln County

-

Nevr Mexico

CATRON & CATRON,
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-Law- .
Office: Catron Block.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
U. 8. Court Commissioner

and

Iotm

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

Conveyancer.

i

; LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.

FitESS THE BUTTON WE

jCorrespon .ents asking Information
concerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly answered

...

Texico

W. A. FLEMING

i

DO

THE REST.

New Mexico

Runs on the European Plan

JONES,

Bonds and Investments.
Commissioner for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Las Cruces
New Mexloi
Eastern and local bank references.
U.

S.

IHE

CORONADO

CONY T. BROWN,
Mining Engineer.
Secretary and Treasurer of New
Mexico School of Mines.
Socorro
New Mexico

....

R. W. W1TTMAN,

Santa Fe,

(

Draftsman.

HOTEL

G. Lupe Herrera, Prop.

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT

CONNECTION

IN

N. M.

Copies made of official township,
small holding,
mineral and grant
plats. Also, transcripts of field notes,
grant .apers and other public records
on file in the U. S. Surveyor General's
office.

OSTEOPATHY
'

LACOME

Commodious Sample"

Lighted. Every Room

H. R. PUTNAM,

E

Proprietor

DR. CHARLES

A. WHEELON
Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for consultation. Office:
No. 103 Palace avenue. Hours: 9 to
12 a. m,. and 2 to 5 d. m. 'Phone 156.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Notary Public.
New Mexico
Santa F
Office with the New Mexican Printing Company.
Don't be afraid to give Chamberlain's Cough Remedy to your children.
It contains no opium or other harmful
drug. It always cure. For sal? by all

Short Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

Electric Light, Hot and
Cold Baths.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

RATES 50c. Up.

EUROPEAN PLAN 50c AND 76c
SPECIAL RATES

- THE

AMERICAN
P.Y

PLAN

$1,60

THE WEEK

HOTEL NORMANDIE
W.
J.

PRESTON. Proprietor.

- KEAT. LUNCH COUNTER

--

fift

LADIES' DINING ROOM
SANTA

Fc, N. M.

f---

ss

cewBCTxoar

TzriTH

hotel

"Mii'Mlili'iii't'ifiT-

PRIZES

TO BE GIVEN
AWAY

OCT. 20

A $30 L. C. Smith Shot Gun will be given
to the Lucky bov ler, and a Set of of Dishes
to the Lucky pool player.
S
2
$
I

druggists.

RULES

a

need.

B. READ,

J,

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

-

Fe, the capital, is still without

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

President.

Vice

A

be'i'g
ing erected last year.
william Mckean,
"Easterners are recognizing the fact
Attorney-at-Law- .
thiil if a student is not in the best of
and Land Law.
health New Mexico is better suited to Taoa Mining
New Mexico
him than New England. Then there
are some who intend to spend their
C. W. G. WARD,
lives in the west and it has been imTerritorial District Attorney.
such pressed upon them that it will be we'l
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
to secure their education in the west Las Vegas
New Mexico
before entering this country to live
permanently."
NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
C. J. Roberts,
Jesse G. Northcutt,
been
The need of establishing a division
Attorneys-at-Law- .
to be
Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trinl'
be an of the railway mail service either at

structure.

J. PALEN, Prfsidenl.
I.. A. HUGHES,

EstabJit hrd

holt

e

An Albuquerque exchange says on
another phase of the same subject:

PRESIDENT STANDS PAT ON
FORESTRY.
President Taft has come out in the
open. He has declared himself thoroughly in harmony with the conservation policy inaugurated by President
Roosevelt.
There is only one limit
to his enthusiasm for it and that is
the law. He wants to stay within
the letter and the spirit of the laws
as they are, not as they ought to be.
Especially the forestry policy of Forester Pinchot meets with his apbackproval. He will take no
ward on the program as it has been
outlined and as it is being followed.
This is well. Even New Mexico has
been aroused to the wisdom of conserving the timber. Whatever criticisms are still made are only of details cf management and of the
elusion of purely grazing areas in
the national forests. But even as to the
latter there are two sides to the controversy for the protection of the
range is next to the preservation of
timber, of much consequence to the
future of the commonwealth. As to
management, it must be remembered
that the forester is handicapped by
a slim appropriation, by an
inadequate
force, and by the fact that government forestry is more or less in an
experimental stage thus far. The
raising and propagating of trees,
their planting, and the reforestation
of denuded areas has not been accomplished successfully on a large scale
in the west, but it has been in the
east and in other countries and it
will be before long in the west. The
matter of grazing fees needs consider-r.tion- ,
for they are too great a burden
upon the livestock industry in New
Mexico and they should be reduced
considerably, but outside of that, New
Mexico sides with President Taft. and
Forester Pinchot and their conserva-liopolicy which is also the Roosevelt policy.

fP,

29, 190

The First National Bank

thejes

.Congressman BartholtU'Vslioulii be
given a hearty reception tomorrow,, not
nit rely because 'heis the. chairman of
the committee on public buildings, but
because in the past, he has "been a good
and

Professional Cards

i

The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

" CLEANING , UP.
With'' the editorial yesterday
line
In
dwelling on4 the sale of intoxicant liquors to minors at Santa Fe, Albuquerque and- formerly at Roswell, the following from tiie Las Vegas Optic
merelv sets forth in more detail the
perniciousness of the offense which
is against ill- - New Mexico statute:
'Persons going to the circus last
stumbled onto the fnrms of two
seemingly unconscious boys in the
darkness near the main circus tent.
Upon investigation they found that
the boys were hopelessly drunk, so
intoxicated in fact, that they could
neither talk coherently,
much less
stand up and walk, even with assistance.
"Both boys were the sons of well
known Las Vegas families, and their
discovery in this condition was a
shock to their friends, and much more
to their parents. Friends took the
youths to their homes, else they might
have slept out all night and possibly
succumbed to exposure
"It is known that the liquor was
purchased at a down town saloon and
the authorities are investigating with
a view to prosecuting the person guilty of selling them the liquor or procuring it for them. The sale or giving of liquor to minors is made a
very serious offense under the New
Mexico statutes."

-
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PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
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SCHOLAR-

M.

The University of New Mexico and
the College of Agriculture and MeATTORNEYS AT LAW.- chanic Arts have boih raised the
of scholarship required for
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
the entrance examinations, which is a
Attorney-at-Law- .
move in the right direction. Where
New Mexico
four years are given 1o a college Santa Fa
course, the higher standard at enEDWARD C. WADE,
trance the higher, all other things beAttorney-at-Law- .
as
will
to
be the
be,
ing
they ouht
Practices
in the Supreme and Dis- Handing at graduation. In fact, all of
New Mexico's institutions of higher trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and
the U. S.
learning are steadily advancing their Rlirvovnp flarainl v.before
t
J
J TT c
standards and are thus attaining
same high level as that of the leading
Las Cruces
New Mexico
schools and colleges of their class in
the east. Doctor W. E. Garrison, forE. C. ABBOTT,
merly of this city, but now president
Attorney-at-Laof the New Mexico College of AgriPractice in the District and Suculture and Mechanic Arts at Mesilla preme Courts. Prompt and careful
Park, says in an interview in the El attention given to all business.
Paso Herald:
Santa Fe
New Mexico
"It has been the custom of Agricultural colleges throughout the country
RENEHAN & DAVIES.
'
in flonnt ctiioiitc: wtirv linvo cnant
A. B. Renehan,
Davie,
Attorneys-at-Law- ,
three years in a high school, but this'
Practice in the Supreme and Disyear we have raised the standard and
the freshmen must have had four trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
years' schooling in some recognized ( Specialty, Office in Catron Block.
'
New Mexico
..Santa Fe
high schol.
"For some time past it has been a
CHARLES F. EASLEY,
recognized fact that there are many
city students who quit the high school
(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney-at-Law- .
and do not intend to take up college
Land and Mining business a
courses and therefore it was decided
to introduce a secondary course of
New Mexico
training for them, as they Santa F
wore considered to be worthy of con&
sideration . Following upon the introSutherland;
Attorneys-at-Law- .
duction of this course I decided, after
Practic in the District Courts as
seeking advice, that it would be well
to require freshmen students to have well as before the Supreme Court of
parsed four years in a high school. the Territory. New Mexico
"At first it was calculated that' this Las Cruces
raising of the standard would cause us
H. M. DOUGHERTY,
to lose some students, but it seems the
Attorney-at-Law- .
higher the grade the more we find who?
Practices in the Supreme and Disare able to fill the requirements. We
nov have over 250 students, who are trict Courts. of. the. Territory. Office:
New Mexico
accommodated in the new build- Socorro

Vice-Preside-

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$ .20
Daily per week by carrier
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

MEXICAN, SANTA FE,

SHIP.

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGESEditor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure-

Entered as Second Class Matter

KETT

SPANISH LESSONS
Individual or Class Lessons
IN GRAMMAR

RAYMOND HAACKE
Care New Mexican
NOTARY PUBLIC

.

Tere will

be HO chances for each price each one obtaining
the hightest score in bowling and the greatest sum on break,
in pool, for the day. wil;e entitled to one chance. No one
allowed more than 5 chances.

TH E SMOKER

If
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Little

yo ing man who gets a bank piss book as sron
as he begins to earn money will potte day sooner
or Uter be comfortably well lixed if not rich,
that when a business opportunity
through the
comes ang he will hnve some money and credit
to grasp it. Every young man will find chances to
make money by having money to invest above his

Claire.

OFFICERS
FLICK, President.

G. FRANKLIN

GO

W. S. DAVIS, Cashier.

W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst.

FLICK

'

W. S. DAVIS.

N. B. LAUGHLIN

Cashier

J.

B. LAMY

,

:

R. H. HANNA

FREDERICK

.,f Denver, is in
He is a guest

SPACE

the
at

t
if i" iii
stopping in me
Norm an die.
Mrs. V. O. Xorman of Lincoln, Lin-oicounty, is visiting
daughter,
Mrs. Acasio Gallegos.
L. S. Hardy, the miller of Espanola,
was a noon arrial today. He is a
guest at the I'ahiee.
(J. Caribaldi, a mining
man of
Albuquerque, is in town today. He
is a guesr at the Palace.
S. C. Hall a Trinidad
hardware
salesman, arrived on last night's train.
,He is a guest at the Claire.
A. O. Garcia, of Glorieta, was in
, town, yesterday attending the circus.
He was stopping at the Claire.
(. H. Pollock, a Chicago traveling
'salesman, is in town selling dry
'goods.,. He is quartered at the Claire.
Mr. and Mrs. Felipe Baca y Garcia,
who have .been visiting Martin Baca
cf this city, have returned to Las Vegas.
C. L. Doychert, a commercial man
from Xew York, is in town selling a
line of cigars. He is registered at
the Claire.
O. W. Nichols, n traveling m:in from
Denver, is in town selling nndertak-- j
er's supplies. He is stopping at the '
palaceIrank de Borrsien and wife of To- peka, Kansas, are in town enjoying
the
sjghts. They are quartered at

MULLER

fcVERYTHING

Phone No. &3
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The Pioneer Life Insurance Co;?
of the Southwest
A M. BERGERE.
tanta Fe,

Manager for New Mexico.

N. M.

Catron

Block

Resources Exposition
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iLBUQUESQUS

11-1-
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The Great Strobel Airship in

Daily flights

,

-

TIGHT,

ON ALL

President

RAILROAD-

-

JOHN B. McMAKDSi Secretary.

They are stopping at
M. A.

Mrs."

Riven-burg'-

Otero and Hon.

J. W. Raynolds have returned from
a visit to the ranches of the Salado
Livestock Company near Salado, Gua-

O'Brien, editor of the
Manila Cable News of the Philippines
will be here from San Francisco on
Saturday and will be the guest at the
executive mansion of his friend Governor Curry.
Howell Earnest and District Attorney O. T. TnnmllS nf flnrtnn
.!,
tun, VT11U
had been at Socorro in vuj
attendance at
the grand lodge of Knights of Pythias
came up from the Gem City with Gov
ernor Curry and are the guests of
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien at
the executive mansion.
Third Assistant Postmaster General
A. L. Lawshe left this forenoon over
the Denver and Rio Grande railroad
for Lumberton, Rio Arriba county, to
rtsit an old friend, H. P. Williams.
From there he will return to Washington, but promises to be in
again in the near future.
Mrs. Walter H. Polk of Shrevepoit.
Louisiana, who is here to take with
her the remains of her sistef Miss
Gertrude Montgomery, is a sister of
the grand chancellor of the Kniehts
of Pythias of the state of Mississippi.
Mrs. Alice Howe Eller, wife of Dr.
Charles A. Eller of Albuquerque, is
also a relative of Mrs. Polk.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Chambers of
Mesa, Roosevelt county, spent yesterday in Santa Fe on their way to Taos,
where Mr. Chambers will teach school
this winter. Mr. Chambers is an energetic- Republican who Is quite a hustler in a political way. He recites, that
while this has been a hard year in
eastern New Mexico, on account of
drouth, yet, at Mesa, which is southwest of Portales, farmers are clearing
$20' to $23 an acre on their broom
crop this fall, the corn selling at from
$100 to $115 a ton.
-

The Valley Baneh

Have you visited the VALLKY RANCH this year? If not why not?
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH buildings have been, remolded nt
great expense and offer the test of home comforts with solenoid board?
Are you aware that the biggest trout cntch on the Peoos this
jear was
made by A.Sfcnta To, man a.t VALLEY RANCH? The fishing season clouts
October 15th.
A ie you aware that the grouse1 and
quail season opens Oct. 1st., deer Oct
15tb.,? All game plentiful around VALLKY RANCH this Year,
'
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH nas the best tennis court and
dancing floor ln the territpry.
Xaforxsa.ati.OM
Paonplilat and.
J- N. M
MILLER, Mgr.

all

VaLLEY RANCH,

SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW

THE HOME BAKERY
EAST SIDE 0

Htoe-mai-

e

PLAZA.

Watch This Space For Opening Announcement
Home-madBread : Home-madCakes
e

'Send Your laund y to the
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
at Albuquerque.
t
leaves Tuetday,
Returns Friday.
AGENCY for Santa Fe at Kerr
Barber S op;

Let us figure your heating and plumbing
SANITARY. PLUMBING OUR SPECIALITY

SILK PETTVC04TS SILK PrTTVCOATS

Ba-ke-

Two years of handling- 0f this well
'The Crown" brand of high gride silk petty-coatsatisfies us that we coujd secure noth.ng
better that we could off ar with confidence.
We have thpm in staple color?, two
grades
-

kno-vn'bran-

s,

.")

oOand

6.50.

Do not fail to see our line of
boys suits and
school shoes.

e

Pies

AMERICAN PRISON CONGRESS.
St. Louis, Sept. 29. The American
Prison Congress, which was recently
in session at Seattle.
question of paroling life prisoners, and

THE RACKET STORE,
Santa Fe,

THE

vy -

New-Mexic-

F.

Monarch Malleable Iron Ranges
Every Stove Guaranteed.

FIRST

-

HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
U. S. CAVALRY MANEUVERS
ALL KINDS OFEXHIBITS

G.

Arpprif n

relatives.
Frederick

1909

THE GREAT GAME OP PUSH BALL ON HORSEBACK
THE GREA P SOUTHWESTERN MARATHON RACE
THE GREAT NAT REISb CARNIVAL COMPANY

?.

I

I

1

H.s.iira

and

EXCURSION-RATB-

-

dalupe county.
. Bascomb
Whorley, railway mail
clerk on the Santa
line,
is confined to his home with sciatic F. O. BRO VN,
Phone No 122
rheumatism. His run is covered temAgent.
Rfd
porarily by S. C. McCrimmon.
Mrs. Yair and Miss Payne who have
been at the C. L. Bishop house on
TT
wmMiiimiinnT
Bowers street all summer, left this N
evening for Las Cruces where they
will be for the winter.
Mrs. C. M. Corrick will leave tomorrow forenoon to visit relatives in Colorado Springs and Denver and from
THE LEADING
there will go to Steamboat Springs,
Colorado, to spend the winter with

Great Big Days

SPECIAL

Yes. this is the

0

Sa-lid-

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

li

il
stJfY

and explain why it is proof against dust,
moisture, and vermin
and never needs any renovation but a sun bath.
Our stock-wil- l
enable you to examine and test before
you buy.

Ir,sed.adital,1,earstatln0

T?

Soli-.it- c.

you the Ostermoor

. .
.uu .,. o. uiiipiou, 01. o j.er cent of the licenses have
been
Lamy, were among the visitors here rancelle.1 for
with the
to
attend the circus. They, terms of the parole and less
yesterday
than 9
w
c,'nt ,,aw hw" furMt
'
the, Clairw
. H.
man from Riibsement conviction
I
lor crime
' '
lulla s ,,00i J"H'( is o very convincing evidence!
V
,
!
AOI
111'
1)1
IJMMI1
Mvlll
uw.ni.
rill
t
r
mviAi.. Ill lit,
iu me permanent effect of (his
111s stopping place is the Palace.
leniency : the system lias been in opMrs. E. L. Goff and Miss Floy eration
hardly lonsi enough to yield
Cauthen of Lamy were guests at the
statistics; but Canadian records seem
Palace yesterday and today, having 10 snow tnat the
percentage 0f pris-- j
come to Santa Fe to see the circus.
oners who return to the
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A. H. Brcdhead left
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Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Hill and daughter Dorothy of La Porte, Indiana, are
WORK
in the city for
several days visit.
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Mail Order

Come in and let us show

tickei-of-leav-

ro

HARDWARE

Ootermoor Mattress vou
have heard of and seen advertised
so many years.
The one that's huilt nf
eight interlacing Ostermoor sheets, which after
and sewed within the tick is
heing hand-lai- d
ready for you to sleep on for the rest of your life
and then hequeath to your heirs. There is one
record of three generations
'sleeping on the
same Ostermoor. It has heen in
satisfactory
use for fifty-t- w o years and that is a
preUy good
record for durability isn't it?
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Hi ffy&kk Sell

About a fjGtse

the discussion, following the favor- able report of a committee
appointed
last year to deal with the
subject
indicated that there is, among perio-tn- e
,
i0if.al au,h(,rjtipS-- ; a illcreasing wU.
O. b. Chambers, a traveling man ingness to
extend the parole svstem
from EI Paso, was among last night's Canada is
applying it generously an
6 18 nmKHlg neaoauartera interview win, the
I X
Dominion parole
a
"a,rom' f ' lowing that about 400 convicts
Mrs. Ida Cole, of S.Iverton, Colora- - are now
being released each year on
do, spent the night in Santa Fe on
During the past
her Way to the Pecos. She was a ' years. 2,515 prisoners'
lo
-

FURNITURE

The hou.se that will SAVE YOU MONEY

n

DIRECTORS

G. FRANKLIN

lusiiie.-s- .

h-- r

SANTA FE, N. M.
CAPITAL $50,000
.

Talhs,

MISS A M UGLER.
Mitchel Miller, fnilt dealer of Las THE MILLINERY
STORE
n

OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US AND WATCH IT GROW.
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Sydney Kami. ;v traveling man from
New York, is in town a guest at the
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PATENT FLOUR

FEAL ESTATE
IT LIFE & FIRE

IS BEST-becbgives the besi rrsulu in
bread and pastry of any
Useit

Hour you

r
tin

SURETY BOND
INSURANCE

s

cn buy.

contains more Gluten
which is the vry life of

"

and which
wheac,
make the bread nutritious
and WHOLESOME

W

HAVE A1FINE LINE
OF ClTi PROPERTY
FOR SALE AND RENT

LSO

'ne ranch property close in

BKFORE INVESTING YOUR MONEY CONSULT US

A'

vitallv

tant feature
PATENT FLOUR is enti
re y free f romCELLULOSE
the indigestible element
of the wheat.

H.S. KAUNE&GO.

THE
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WATSON & COMPANY

5Ani FRANCISCO

SATA FE,

STREET,
NEW MEXICO.

PHONE

r-m

Drink
Pabst T

DlGNEO & NAPOLEON Agts.

Poor
Malt Tonic
Rnp.lr
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Passenger daily makes direct connection at Torrance witu the Rock
Island Golden State Limited, the finest train in th eWest," making the
quickest time to and from all points East and West. Tickets to all parts
of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive agents all steamship
lines.
Information gladly furnishea.
J. P. LYNG, City Freight and Passenger Agent
Laughlin Bldg.

Pccific

.1.

Comoanj,

Railway

Palace.
(i. Garibaldi, W. H. Pratt, Albuquerque: R. D. Covert, Pittsburg; L. S.
Hardy, Espanola: V. R. Smith.
Mrs. E. L. Goff, Floy Cauthen,
I. amy; O. W. Nichols. Denver.
Claire.
Mrs. Ida Cole, Silverton, Colo.; S. C.
Hall. Trinidad; Miss B. S. YVoJf, Denver; C. L. Doychert, New York; P. B.
Garcia, Glorieta: O. S. Chandler, El
Paso; G. II. Pollack, Chicago: Sydney
Kan, New York; Frand de Borrsien
and wife, Topeka; B. R. Abounader,
New York; F. H. L. Orange, G. S.
Compton, l.amy.
Normanrlie.
.1. F. Chambers
and wife, Macy;
Mrs. M. V. Kuley, Grand Junction; "W.
C. Mayo, Albuquerque;
Mitchell Miller, Las Vegas! P. N. Sonderberg,
Sioux City, la.; Couley Skeaks,

'

Coronado.

4

St, Louis Rockj ML

THE CUSE FOK
SCROFULA

HOTEL ARRIVALS

I'P

Kt'AI)

RKAU lOWN

M1LKSl

'

2xico Central Railroad; Time Table

flew

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

M.

D. McFall, Duiango: Charles Bier-manDenver: Jose E. Lorey, Ildefon-so- ;
M. K. Salazar, Crescendo Salazar,

fcs

The usual symptoms of Scrofula are enlarged glands of the neck,
sores and ulcer3 on the body, skin affections, catarrhal troubles, weak
eyes, and general poor health. The inherited poison, transmitted through
the blood, pollutes and weakens this fluid, and in place of its nutritive
Qualities fills the circulation wifh scrofulous matter, which sans tha vitiMttr
of the entire system. Thousands of children, born with a scrofulous taint,
uavo acui, Liicii tuuuuuuu iu uuiisiaiii, piijsiuui suueiiiig, ana grown to
manhood or womanhood handicapped by ill health and stunted growth,
and perhaps later some disease of the bones or joints developed. S. S. S.,
It would have
given in their early life, would have prevented this.
cleansed and purified the blood of the taint, nourished and stengthened
their systems, and assisted each to grow into strong, healthful manhood
or womanhood.
S. S. S. is the very best remedy for Scrofula. It goes
down to the bottom of the trouble, and cleanses the circulation of all
scrofulous matter. It supplies the weak, diseased blood with strength
and
qualities, and under the purifying effects of this great
remedy all symptoms of Scrofula pass away. S. S. S. contains no minerals
in any form, and is an absolutely safe treatment for children, even infants,
or persons of any age. Literature about Scrofula and any medical advice
free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
health-buildin-
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Connects with E, P. A 3. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawson, N.
M., 6:15 p. m.
t Connects with E. P. 8. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
1:55 a. m.
Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C, & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines ?s follows:
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, 5:08 a. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No, 2, 7:05 p. m.
Track connection with A. T. A 8. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
S.'at Des Moines, E. P 4 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
Northw-ster- n
Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
the following points in New Mexico: Ocate,
Cimarron, N. M., is depot
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
8eco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro,
Elizabethtown,
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
G. J. DEDMAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
.W. A. GORJWVN,
I

tr
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Ores, and Gen Mgr
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Superintendent
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JH-

-
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Agent
N. M.
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1st to 7th
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LOW SUHMER RATES
TO THE EAST

&

Be for the Protection of
St. Louis, Sept. 29. One hundred
Special Interests as Against
years ago this city was a frontier
Fruit Raisers.
town of 1,000 inhabitants. Today it
Lumbre; Dionfeio Dominguez, Matias
Spokane. Wash., Sept. 29 Believ boasts of being the
Jaramillo, Truchas.
us
ing that the La Fean apple package city. it prupuses iu ceifuiaie
and grading bill, introduced at the century of corporate life by a
LIBERAL SUPPLY OF
special session of the United States festival. It. opens its doors to repre
CATTLE AT KANSAS CITY. Congress, last winter, is designed to sentatives of the whole country, havfavor special interests and that its ing invited 2,000 mayors to be its
enactment will prove detrimental to guests. The festivities will begin on
InArrived
Last Week,
84,000 Head
the to the fruit industry in the Pa- the 3d of October. The history of St.
cluding 12,000 Calves Medium
cific northwest, the executive commit- Louis is closely interwoven with that
Good Steers Declined.
tee of the Washington State Horti- of the nation. The city was founded
of iu 1764 by Pierre Ligueste Laclede as
Kansas City Stock Yards, Sept 29. cultural Association and the board
Show, a trading post. In 1765 it was made
The liberal supply of 84,000 cattle trustees of the National Apple of
the capital of upper Louisiana. The
Inc., have called a convention
arrived here last week, including
transfer by France fo the United
representatives
shippers,
were
lower in
calves, and prices
some cases. Prime corn fed steers of refrigerator car concerns and box States of the territory of Louisiana
meet in Spokane, too place in St. Louis in 1804. The
held steady, but medium
to good manufacturers to
for
November
16,
the
purpose of con- town was incorporated in 1809, and
steers declined 25 to 51) cents, light
the provisions of the meas- the first brick building was erected in
sidering
15
10
off
to
weight killing steers
1813.
cents, cows 10 to 15 higher for the ure.
is to
be
concerted
a
That
fight
The first year of the town's corporBlockers
and
feeders steady.
week,
The run today is 30,000 head, market waged against the bill is evidenced ate life showed total receipts by the
o
u;e appeimeu pcu.is.aim, u..uun-, trea8urer ..from al, sources of $529..
steady to a shade lower, nothing quot ed in
a circular letter to be issued to j 6;?
Yet the tQwn wag aJ
ed more than 10 lower today. The
thg
feature today is the heavy supply growers, shippers, box manufacturers chjef seat Qf thg westeTJl fur trad
om the panhandle. New Mexico and and refrigerator car men, in the west, wjth jtg
d fo
stationg
L. G. Monroe secretary of the the
headwaters
0 the ArUansas and
Colorado, and the strong demand for by
rass cows, especially canners. The Washington State Horticultural Asso- - far tQward the gource8 Qf &e m
cow market grew stronger all of last Ciauon, ana Iten ii. nice, scticuiij- and the Yellowstone. Its people were
of the National Apple Show,
week, canners closing 15 to 25 high- - manager
represented more by their spirit and
their enterprise than by their ready
Panhandle stackers and feeders Inc.
"This bill is designed, we believe, cash. Business
was done almost wholsell at f3.50 to $4.25, beef steers $4
ento ?4.3o: cows $2.90 to $3.50. veal to favor private interests, and if
barter.
ly
by
calves $5 to $7.25; Colorado stackers acted much harm to the fruit indusof the Pacific northwest will retoday $3.C0(?( to $4.50, beef steers $4 try
CHURCH MAKES GAINS.
sult.
to $4.75; a big string of horned beef
of
fame
of
the
business
"The
apple
steers at $4.25 today, cows at $3.40;
Washington, Sept. 29. Muckrakers
heifers $3.90. bulls $3.15, calves up to the Pacific slope and intermountain who
seem to be preparing to assail the
world
west
of
become
the
has
$7, stock cows and heifers $2.60 to region
our churches, will find little "material"
of
while
the
and
wide,
superiority
$3.75.
Heavy supplies of Montana
less inspiration in the religious
and Dakota range steers are going apples is conceded, much of this fame and
to the northern markets now. and as is due to the manner in which this census recently completed by the cen
fruit product is prepared for sus bureau. The report brings its sta- long as this run is liberal, killers will staple
We refer to the standard box tistics to the close of 1906, the last
market.
be more or Iqss
independent, al- which contains a little more than a previous census of the same kind hav-though they are forced into activity
here to a certain extent, by the large (Winchester) bushel, the standard ing been made in 1890. During the sixteen years, the population of the con
demand for stock and feeding cattle. dry measure of the United States.
"Uniformity in package and grad- tinental United States increased 33.8
Missouri feeders paid up to $6.23 for
choice fleshy feeders last week, and ing is desired, but we contend that per cent; but in the number of comwho are
the
municants or church members there
a good many feeders have
gone out. have
to
say and should be was an increase of C0.4 per cent; in
something
at $5 to $5.75, stockers up to $4.75.
heard on this important matter."
the number of church edifices, an inSheep runs have been larger lately,
Messrs. Monroe and Rice say in a crease of 35.3 per cent; and in the
supply last week 50,000 head, and
here today. Sheep and yearlings joint statement that the horticultural value of church property an increase
have been held steady during the last societies of Idaho, Oregon and Moil of So.l per cent. In 1S90 the reported
tana will joiji in the call and urge (.hureh
membership represented 32.7
week, and feeding and stock grades
are also steady, but killing lambs de- glowers aim snippers hi infir siaies per cent of the total population, in
clined 35 to 50 cents last week. The to attend the convention, which will 1906, 39.1 per cent. The proportion
market, is steady to 10 lower today. begin its sessions at 10:30 o'clock the of ministers to churches is larger now
Utah lambs at $6.40 and $6.50, year- morning of November 16 iu the G. A. than in 1890, indicating that churches
R. hall of the state armory in Spo- are more
lings $5, wethers $4.75, ewes $4.25.
adequately served than they
Arizona killing lambs $6.10, feeding kane. The sessions will be open, to formerly were and suggests that the
lambs $6.10, Texas wethers $4.75. representatives of apple associations ministry is by no means a decadent
and
unions and others interFeeding lambs bring $6 to $6.25. feed- estedgrowers'
calling.
in the movement.
Champions
ing wethers and yearlings $4.50 to of
bill
also
will
an
La
Fean
have
the
$5.10, a big string of Utah breeding
"I must tell you m experience on an
ewes on different days last week at opportunity to present their side o
O. R. & N R. R. train from
the
argument.
$1.70 to $4.85, old ewes $3.25. Prosto
Le Grande, Ore," writes
Pendleton
"We
desire the opinion of every
pects favor "continued heavy runs for
and shipper in the west on Sam A. Garber, a well known travelgrower
awhile, without much change in prices
the apple box question," said Mr. ing man. "I was in the smoking den,ow that the unreasonable
margin be- Rice, "to determine whether, in their partment with some other traveling
tween lambs and mutton grades forand experience, the present men when one of them went out into
merly in effect has been reduced to judgment
should
be maintained or a the coach and came back and said,
standard
a more equitable basis.
new one adopted. Those who cannot 'There is a woman sick unto de,ath in
tne car-- ' I at once got up and went
COMET VISIBLE TO NAKED EYE. attend are requested to write to L. G.
Monroe, secretary Washington State out, found her very ill with cramp
Cambridge, Mass., Sept. 29 The Horticultural
Association,
Spokane, colic, her hands and arms were drawn
greatest outdoor spectacle the world
has gazen upon for a long time will Wash., giving their views on this up so you could not straighten them,
and with a death like look on her face
be visible next year, and from the matter.
"Concerted hction is imperative at Two or three ladies were working with
moment of its first appearance until it
shall finally vanish from our sight it this time because of its weight in her and giving her whisky, I went to
will be open to the free inspection of making public opinion and arousing my suit case and got my bottle of
the western representatives in Con- - Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera and Diar- all.
to the needs of the producers rhoea Remedy (I never travel without
As the reader has doubtless guess- gress
and
handlers."
it), ran to the water tank, put a
ed, we allude to Halley's comet. Since
double dose of the medicine in the
this wanderer was first, found by ProATTORNEY ATTACKS
glass,
poured some water into it and
fessor Wolff of Heidelberg first
PROHIBITION LAY. stirred it with a pencil; then I had
found on his visit, we mean it has
Portland, Me., Sept. 29. "I regard quite a time to get the ladies to let
been seen by other astronomers, eiththe
prohibition law as the worst piece me give it to her, but I succeeded.
er by the aid of a camera or a telesof
ever enacted. A long ex- could at once see the effect, and 1
legislation
cope. Professor Burnham, the great
me that my opin- worked with her.
double-sta- r
hubbing her hands,
discoverer of this coun- perienceto has taught
ion
as
this
is
It has failed and in twenty minutes I gave her anright.
is
the
to
latest
try,
locate it, anff he
has won the distinction attached to to accomplish what it was Intended to other dose. By this time we were
in Maine, and I believe
into Le Grande, where I was to
seeing it with the eye aided only by accomplish
a telescope. The interesting thing is has done more harm ro the state than leave the train. I gave the bottle to
the hui.band to be used In case another
that he found it precisely where Pro- good."
This emphatic statement, on the pro- dose should be needed, but by the time
fessor Wolff told all the other astronomers to look for it about 5 degrees hibition law in Maine was made by the train ran into Le Grande she was
Charles F. Libby of this city, recently all fright, and I received the thanks
distant from the star Geminorum.
The one thing that mostly concerns elected president of the American Bar of every passenger ir the car." For
the millions upon millions who have Association, one of the highest honors sale by all druggists.
been reading about the coming of this in the profession, next to being elestranger is whether it may be seen vated to the supreme bench of the
with the unaided eye, and when As- United States.
The man whom the American Bar
tronomers reply to the first part of
this question in the affirmative, and Association has so signally honored
declare that people who have small was at one time mayor of Portland and
telescopes, or field glasses, or nnem it is claimed that never before nor
glasses, may be able to see it earlv tn since has Portland had such a mayor.
the spring, and that, late in the spring For years he has been outspoken in
and early in the summer everybody his belief that the prohibitory law in
who desires to do so may see it with Maine is a farce and a great handicap
the unaided eye.
in the development of the state. Although he entertained this view when
For a Sprained Ankle.
he was chosen county attorney and
A sprained ankle may be cured in later mayor of Portland, he demonabout
the' time usually re- strated his respect for law by giving
quired, by applying Chamberlain's to the prohibitory law an enforcePain Balm freely, and giving it ab- ment which it has not known since
solute rest. For sale by all druggists. and had never known up to that time.

Asserted to

apple--

12,-00- 0

growers,
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Now in effect Via

NEW

MEXICO

E. P. Si S. W.

CENTRAL

and Rock Island

For folJ particuU rs,
Address

A. N,
G. P.

A.--

K,

BROWN
P. & S. W.

Kl Paso Texas.

ESSEIEESEEEESE

TO
Stations in British Columbia, Cilifomia,'Idaho,
Montana, Nevada, Oregm, and Washington.

IN EFFECT SEPTEMBER 15TH
TO OCTOBER 15TIL
Via

f
Sammer Tourist Rates

iu

till in effect

to all

points.

22Por farther Information make inquiry of
P H. Mc BRIDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. P.
SANTA PE. N. M.

Territorial Engineer.

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican want "ad."

mmm

box-user-

d

societies

Montezuma Lodge No.
1. A. F. & A. M.
Reg
u1ar
communication
first Monday of eacfc
montn
at
MasonU
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE.
f
Worthy Master.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

WtS?

w

Santa Fe Chapter No. l,.
R.

A. M.
Regular cod
vocation second Monday of
each month at Maseni
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
. J.
UKANDALL, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN.
Secretary,

I!!

Santa Fe Commandery

far

Regular conclav
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at

Jmx'$g.
7:30 p. m

H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
degree, Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meet!
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening ii
14th

Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32,
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS 32,

Secretary.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. H,
holds its regular session on the second and fourth Wednesdays of each
month. Visiting brothers are invite
and welcome.
.1.

DAVID KNAPP.

Exalted Ruler.
SENA. Secretary.

D.

CHEAP

EXCURSIONS

P. A.

one-thir-

d

TO

El Paso, Teias
via
New Mexico Central Railroaa

Sipt

15

th to 20th 1909

Chautauqua Meeting $16.10
Goorl returning
Sept, 23rd.
October 15on and 16th
Meeting of Presidents
Taft and Diaz $13.40
Good

returning Oct

L8th

November 1st to 7th.
El Paso Fair and
Exposition $13.40
Good

returning Nov. 8th
Train arrives in El Paso

8 a.

m. In time for good dav

Sig

ng.

,

J. P. LYNG.
City Freight

&

Passcigtr

fgert

CO.

iius Line

120 San Francisco St.

&

No.

1. K. T.

CORRICK CARRIAGE

Haek

try

MAQN1C.

.

east-boun-

NORTH

1--

ST. LOUIS ONE HUNPROTEST AGAINST
DRED YEARS OLD.
LA FEAN APPLE BILL.

18.-00- 0

Paso's

El

New Mexico.
Such appropriation is to be made
from Arroyo Hondo at points first
NW
Sec. 18, Tp. 16 N.
range 10 E.; second application XW
Sec. 17, Tp. 16, N., range 10 E.
by means of diversion and storage and
all unappropriated normal and flood
flow is to be conveyed to reservoirs
2 and 3 and thence to Sees.
Tp.
16 N, Range 9 E., and also to reservoir No. 1 and thence to lands cf
Sees. 13, 14, 15, 16, 17. 8, 9, 10, 11,
24, 23, 22, 20, 26, 27. 28, 29 and 34 T. 16
N, R. 9 E. by means of ditches and res
ervoirs, etc.. and there used for irriga- tion of five to ten thousand acres, and
domestic use.
All persons who may oppose the
granting of the above application must
file their objections, substantiated
by
affidavits,
(properly backed)
with
the territorial engineer on or before
four weeks from date of last publication hereof.
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
13-1-

apple-grower-

VISIT

NOTICE.

Department of Territorial Engineer.
First publication Sent. 8, 1909.
Last publication Sept. 29, 1909.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 3, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that on the
21st day of May, 1909, in accordance
with Section 26, Irrigation Law or
1907, W. J. Preston of
Santa Fe
. eountv of Santa Fe Territnrv nf
v..,
j Mexico, made two
applications to the
territorial engineer of New Mexico
for two permits to appropriate from
the public waters of the Territory cf

g

I

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.

29, 1909

Call up 132 Black for Carriages.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER
PENITENTIARY

29, 1909
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management, which plnces it ahead
topped wiMl hhrh blli!dill';s. The suit
of all other penal institutions of the
u.is originally brou.uht to clear
T'niied States, is a prisoner's bank.
but sinfv then the foreclosure ol
anil his
Raynolds
DiOt t s;a'4" and other
have
Splendid Work by Superintendent J. Suiierinrendent
petition
chief clerk, W. A. Bayer, have estabW. Reynolds under Circumstances
a id'- ! to the original at" ion.
inlished a banking system for the
That are Exceptionally Adverse.
CUr'airo's new bilddin-.- hope
mates by which they may secure inTo chert early ro'.ls nr nryr with "Preventics" to pose as I'M- world's fashion enter
(Albuquerque Citizen.)
on
terest
their savings. The deposits
sure
lur lriv.inunia. To stop a cold b' laus" th- million dollar Paris expois siif.-- tl..m to
it run and be
amount to a little over $9u( now. with Preventscure
to
am rwnnts. To be sure. Prn-- sition collection of historic costume-!- ,
it
otiligwl
20
There The First National bank of Santa Fe
Santa Fe. X. M., Sept.
mii-s will cure pv.-ia
cold, but
p!y
sited
.
is a marked improvement of eondi- tnkt-early at tli- - siiecw ftae they
or chronologically illustrating
pays .! ier cent, interest tor the use
theso early colds. 'Hint's surely better.
of all nations from t tn ti
al u"' "Nt" 'lex.co
are
called
of jt Fou tja)(s Vf,,a. lie prisoners That's why they
down to the present period, is in
little Candy Cold Cures. No Quln-inI'reveiiticsare
their interest. It is not much
no physic. iiothi.,3 sickening. Nice for the dlr-(-- '
litie for purchase by Chicago, as
years ago when The Citizen repre- - 1)lU u h(l;s som(i
children and tliorousrhly safe too. If you fe'l
chilly, if you sneeze, if yon aelm all iver. think of a result of the efforts to establish in
sentative last visited the place. Those
Prevent ics. Promptness muv alxj
half your
were the d iys of Arthur Trelford, of
usual sickness. Ami don t forwt your child, if this city a "Palais du Costume." The
CON STERN ATI ON AMONG
there is
ss, tiwhtor dav. Herein proh. hope is cherished to male the
Weeds
largest
Kansas.
Leavenworth,
grew
lies
creut. t tlir
Sold in
CHICAGO POLICE OFFICIALS. ably
fc? boxes for till' IXX'k.-tHl.i i; SiC! bi.xes of 48 t'xint inyr railroad and packing center
in tne most central part of the bis
Prevuhtics. Insist oa your drujujists givnig you also the
world's fashion center. This
stockade and broken and wasted maCom- Efforts
of
ho
Woman's
World
th"
to eclipse Paris, New York and
chinery filled the vacant places.
j London
mittee Against White Slave
in dieiatini: styles, launched
In the new order of things, J. W.
fic Bein9 Encouraged by City,
in the annual convention of dressmaksuperintendent, the place;
ers, is st nigitliii'j to pass from a mere
is a workshop. Every available pris- butt fiiito a
"prooner is at work. There are no weeds
Chicago. 111., Sept. 29. The convic- STRIPLING-BURORW& CO.
e
ject" of businessmen, educators and
and useful material is being put to tion of Police Inspector Edward
professional folk. Involving the con- consternation
Cann and resulting
use.
I think, however, that with the
conceived
officials
of
Not since Governor Sheldon placed among other police
Chicago
carefully
proper struetion of
the red cornrestone in the front of threatens the notorious First Ward organization of public sentiment, sup-th- e school of design, on a broader scale
than those now in connection with the
central building in 1SS4, has ball, scheduled for early in December, plemented by the active
various art and domestic
at- - of members of
science
to
known
more
the
the
and
than
Congress,
been
in
eximsures
proggreater improvement
ress thau now. The cell house started tacks of reformers have done in pre- - favor the postal savings bank plan, we schools, and departments of educationten years ago, and worked upon by vious years. The unexpected verdict can force a hearing before the commit-almos- t al institutions, the scheme trims into
every succeeding superintend- - makes the' penitentiary yawn for In- - tee on postoffices and postroads, and a natural magnet to draw business for
will
soon be finished. Captain spector McCann, rudely upsets the that with the weight of testimony that every manufactory in the city, the
ent,
Green did considerable. Trelford made serenity of protective arrangements can be submitted, it is reasonable to state, and in fact, the entire middle
The dressmarkers' convention
a feehlo effort at if ond now Mr T?av- - in the tenderloin district and furnishes expect that a report must be made bv wt'Kfwas the wise device or manufacturers
(confirmation of the reiterated charges the committee to the House."
nolds will complete it.
The new cell bouse will he a, dunll- - which have been futile heretofore in
Rubber hnsn tn ei,ncttun
,.! vvno wished to attract buyers to Chicate of the old one and contain 120 preventing disgraceful scenes at. the Chicago hoy has been judicially sane-cells- . cago, and the purposed factory of original design. With thousands of genAt present there are only cells Coliseum on the night when vice held tioned by a grand jury as proper,
for the most troublesome and flagrant sway. Efforts of the Woman's ting aside the hickory switch, the uine and valuable first editions of sardangerous prisoners. The trusties and World committee against the white shingle, the hair-brus- h
and ruler of torial classics front which inventive
good-tim- e
men are sleeping in the slave traffic to bring about the suppres- - old. "A hose does not cut the flesh, minds may build the fads of the future,
stables, the warehouse and the brick sion of the ball were given immediate even if it woes leave dark spots on the is hut the logical sequence of the first
plant. During the summer some of encouragement. Althoush the inves- - skin," was the contention made by convention.
them have been bunking in the open tigations of the committee, which in- - Superintendent C. B. Adams of the
eludes in its membership Assistant State School for Roys at St. Charles TRADE RELATIONS
air in the yard.
WITH CHINA.
The'new cell house will be complet-- , United States District Attorney Harry to the grand jury tc which the Illinois
Our counPortland,
Ore.,
A.
Sept.
former
Humane
an
Parker
and
Assistant
State's State
ed soon after December 1, when
Society made
not been in gcod position, as
has
try
G.
show
Clifford
that
The
of
$G,000
Roe,
to
plaint.
Attorney
the
appropriation
jury upheld him,
made by the last legislature will be- - the recruiting for the white slave traf- - alarm of the 361, GK! boys of chastise-com- e compared with others, in its trade reBut signs of
In the meantime fic, to the number of 5,000 victims a able age in Chicago who mind "dark lations with China.
available.
in particular
are
noted
improvement
on
such work is being done as can be year in Chicago, and C,000 in the spots
the skin," as well as "cuts
line.-- .
The statistics of our commerce
done without money. The exterior is United States, is continuous through in the flesh." The trustees of the St.
from the department of Washington,
being constructed of stone. The in- - the year, the First Ward ball of Chi- - Charles institution chose the hose collated
with those supplied by the
terior is of brick. Steel beams will cago has been an orgy from which for flogging because thev deemed it
Chinese
show important
government,
dated the downfall of hundreds of "humane," another step toward the
support the ceiling.
American-Chinestrade.
A new guard house is being built white slave victims. "Xo scene of an- - reinstallation of corporal punishment growth of
eneris
cumulative
Japan
showing
in front of the new cell house with bridled license, can fail to lower the in the schools. The trite adage of
and commerce.
gy in her industry
of
two
the
of
be
moral
will
brick.
It
so
standard
the
young people
rod,"
"spare
penitentiary
long in disfavor, is Her policy is free
importation of raw
stories, with a tower on top from the community in which it is tolerat- - again being coaxed into the limelight materials,
for
which are worked
which every part of the stockade is ed," declared a statement, issued by by the most advanced educators. The uvnnrl t,i !!.: fjivniu mC f!,Tlwirl up
cynn.l.
' '"
effort will be personnel of the board that passed
visible. This building will be used the committee.
"Every
.
Thus
her labor and
for sleeping quarters for the guards, made for the suppression of the event upon the propriety of the hose as a receivesJapan employ
ii
for
Even China
payment
,
a visitors' reception room and an of-- in the name of decency, and indica-- ilagellator before the case went to the , ,t,i.
ri,u,c ,,i r,.,i
flee.
tions in the levee of Chicago of gen- grand jury is significant in itself.
But , time chinu (lou),tless wi!1 ;ld.
There are 23 prisoners on the reg-- ; eral consternation at the conviction of. A workingnian's high
school, to fill just her policy to the conditions, and
ister now and only one of them is Inspector McCann and of the results the lack in America's public schools make the most of ttiem.
All the others are which may follow continued prosecu- - pointed out by Edwin G
in the hospital.
Cooley form- are working options, offer decided encouragement er superintendent, of Chicago's schools
working. Thirty-twCertificate of Comparison,
the Camino road near Raton, eigh-.ththe notorious nuisance will be will be opened soon. Education in Territory of New Mexico,
teen on the Scenic Highway between .abated this year."
Office "of the Secretary.
public schools for the trades and
Santa Fe and Las Vegas, eighteen on
The blight of the elevated loop upon toward other goals than the presidency
I. Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
the capital extension and the remaind- - Chicago, denounced by Corporation of the Tjnjted States has been one of Territory of Xew Mexico, do hereby
er are employed in the brick plant Counsel Brundage of Mayor Busse's Mr. Cooley's hobbies. "The leisure certify that there was filed for record
and about the institution. Prisoners cabinet, really seems to be doomed at class theory of society has dominated in tnis offlce at ten o'clock a. m., on
are given work according to their abil-jndistant date to give way before the the educational theories of the school the twenty-thirday of July, A. D.,
ity,- but even with the large number to pressure of the growth "of the down- - 8aid Mr. Cooley. "The
of ac- - 1909: ai'tic!es of incorporation of
privilege
choose from, it is difficult to find cap-- ; town district" now trangled by the quiring' the school
heritage has been De Vargas Hotel Company, Xo. C043.
able men to fill the various and many loop structure. A big petition of given to certain selected "members of aml also- that 1 liave compared the
trades.
northside property owners has been society who were nlanniti"- to fntinw following copy of the same, with the
Superintendent Raynolds said that circulated to extend the loop and in- - the professions. While we have talked 0I''Smal thereof now on file, and
clare it: t0 be a correct transcript
was remarkable how rew brick and elude a district north of the Chicago glibly about givin every bov a
chmcp
stone masons, workers the pemten- - river. But the congestion of streets, to become president of the United therefrom and of the whole thereof.
Given under my hand and the Great
the uproar of the elevated trains of the states, every one knows that the
tiay needes most, became convicts,
Seal
of the Territory of Xew .Mexico,
from
sentenced
the
structure
the
and
Italian,
Pettine,
loop
subway plans chances of this happening are only one
Bernalillo county for murder in the definitely point to the razing of the jn several millions. These chances at the city cf Santa Fe, the Capital,
on this seventh day of September, A.
second degree, was the only stone loop during the next few years rather hardly justify keeping ihe
of
1909.
D.,
mason registered at the institution. than any extensions.
Charles T. all children nlon the imoB training
rh, OQD,
XATHAX JAFFA,
(Seal)
As a result the institution must hire Yerkes built it at enormous profit to likely to profit the few. Such a
theory
Secretary of Xew Mexico.
this class of labor.
himself by being more farsighted thau 0f opportunity as this can hardly be
Fites, the photographer sentenced the directors of the west and south called democratic. It is evident that Articles of Incorporation of the De
Vargas Hotel Company.
from Albuquerque, for stealing a cam- - side elevated railways, and all these this
democratic oniinvtnni
The
persons do hereby
official
undersigned
H.
M.
is
the
Porter
era from
years the loo:i has exacted toll from 0f becoming president is not a real
associate themselves together to form
Dhotoerauher of the Institution, and the millions of nassensrers which the
Conductor Maynard, sent up from Las other roads carry daily to and from tion demanded
v the conditions
? Tot
of
Cruces for smuggling Chinese from the downtown
district.
Curiously modern times. A fairer one must be LeiiViative
of th Terri.or?
Mexico, is his assistant. Younk Park- - enough the loop has been a target of submitted for it. We seem to be ready
Zetlo
13
er, the boy who stole a watch at certain litigation ever since it was to care for the fortunate youth who is
enti,ed 'in acTto reg ulate the
from
Belen and articles
clothing
erected that on its face seems-likelable to remain in school until he is 18 formation and
government o corpo-th- e
Golden Rule dry goods store a to be successful, but which has been yearB of age, giving him instruction
for
is a clerk in the front continued from term to term and from that will fit him for the
ief
professions,
and
office. His time will be up Octobei 7. year to year by means which are one with all the advantases of our
splen- - objects and purposes hereinafter set
He has been a model prisoner and 0f the great financial mysteries of the did high school equipment. We seem
forth, and to that end make and
38
days good time. N. J. city. That part of the loop which to grudge the poor bov, who is com- - lish the following Certificate of
the San Marcial banker, is Yerkes built first in Firth avenue ab- - pelled to go to work, the
opportunity corporation-storekeepe- r
and commissary.
Tingle, solutely disregarded the surface traf- - to attend an evening school for more
I
the San Marcial furniture dealer, is fic of vehicles, and its supporting legs than four or five months.
'
The corporate name of this com-- a
clerk. George Murray, the mounted stand squarely in the roadway which
Forty-fiv- e
years in court now is the pany shall be the "De Vargas Hotel
policeman, sent up from Gallup, is now is sorely needed every minute for longevity record of litigation in Chi- - Company."
teamster for the institution.
teaming.
II.
cago courts. A supplemental bill and
On acount of so many prisoners
Farmers' institutes the country over, demurrer against it is to be
The
beof business of
place
principal
argued
being used on outside work, only the like conventions of the American Fed- - fore Judge Windes, almost, two gener- - said company, shall be the city of
wet mixer brick machine is running, eration of Labor and other organiza- - ations later than the date when Albert Santa Fe, in the Territory of Xew
It is turning out 21,000 a day. The tions representing large numbers of Price shook his fist under the nose of Mexico, and such other places as the
best vitrified brick is being sold for the "plain people" Lincoln observed s. J. WTalker and swore that he would Board of Directors of the company
$12 a thousand and the soft brick were so numerous have served notice not relent in
litigating ttieir dispute may establish from time to time. For
for $8. The penitentiary achieved that the postal savings Dank measure until, as he
it "Hell froze over." tlle Present, and until otherwise
put
a reputation for making bricks-il- l
have consideration even if other This case is pointed to as a conspicii- - termIned the agent in charge of the
in furnishing vitrified, unglazed brick topics have to wait. The resolutions 'ous illustration of
I'rincinal offlce in said city and terri-fo- r
possible delays at
office building in passed, petitions circulated and offers law, which
the Phelps-DodgPresident Taft pointed to tory' and U1)0n wnom process of any
civil action can be nad sna11 be Jonn
El Paso.
of assistance are being sent in to the as a blight on American
jurisprudence P' WaSner.
A
direct current gen-- 1 Postal Savings Bank League, which "Price et al vs. Walker et
?
"
al was be- erator has been attached to the old has headquarters in Chicago. With gun in 1865, has iust been set for hear-ni"
'
The objects for wnich the said cor'
Corless engine bought by H. O. Bur- - the certainty that the bill will be back ing
ninty days hence It has eclipsed
som from the Cash Entry mine when as far as possible by Chairman Weeks the case of
1)oration ,s formed, are, to build ho-h- e
vs
Holladay
Ewing which telS residences' C,UD houses and
was superintendent, and the peni- - of the House committee on postoffices, was
pulled, shoved motioned peti- - Pr
t.
now has its own lighting tremendous pressure on and from tioned,
iml,rovements; acquire, hold,
demurred
and
annealed
Superintendent Raynolds said members will be needed to bring the through cou-t- s of Cook countv for haSe r leaSe and to Sel1, convey-tha- t
the plant was no cheaper than bill to a vote. Congressman Madden, forty years The Holladav case the,, mortgage and otherwise dispose of
lots- - townsltes, farms,
the cost of getting light from Santa one of the Chicago delegation in Con- - died a natural death
all of the Cltynand ,tow'n
usnghtS'
'
had
grantS
the advantage of
Fe, but they
gress who has been a consistent litigants had passed to Sdr account
rlptlona-entirkinds and
if
ing all the light they wanted. The champion of the bill, has said: "I and no one
teft to tieate
stockade is made as light as am inclined to believe that with a
cJse
ml
r;a e,state! to eftabllsh wnsites,
The
old
Corliss
Boston
Valke
many
lights.
by
tTci
banker
as
the
cashier of
day
parks"
gration of
ana'
TL fj
engine furnishes power for the prick postoffice committee there is not much cago in 1853 and of the opening of a 7do
'
plant as well
'llkellhi00d of encouragement being subdivision by him in the southwest business" to
A admirable feature of iv
f
vSs wa
ia "erate and mainLn re
City'
rtbheftabiSh"
Mexico penitentiary under tht
crisscrossed by railroad tarcks and er power plants, dams, bridges, ace- quias, canals and acqueducts for sup
plying water for irrigation, and do- !inestic
uses: to acquire by purchase,
Cures Biliousness, Sick
ihm
System lease or otherwise, all necessary water
rints reservoirs and dam sites es- Headache, Sour Stomthoroughly and Cleart sntial
to
Liver
and
SallOW Complexions Ofanym to the business of said comach, Torpid
construct, maintain, and
Constipation.
waSn roads and pipe lines, road
pimples and blotches. own
bouses,
and to operate electric and
to taHe
It
manufacturing plants; to borrow monSOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
ey and to execute notes, bonds, niort- ON A

BUSINESS

BASIS.
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FOR SALE -- Fan.:!y driving horse,
San Fianoi-- i o St.
1

FOR RENT,

typewriter, J.

IV.

OR PALE
B. Sloan.

A

gooft

The amount of the cael;;.! stock of
FOR 1?KT Furnish.-,;eom. bath,
said company shall be five hun.lp-!. o: ric
light. Phone 2
thousand dollars ($.",ihmi'hh divided into five thousand shares of th" par
Leave orders for Aut
at Postal
value of one hundred dollars iSl'm..
Co.'s Off ce Phone 70.
Telegraph
each share, ami the amount of the
capital stock with which it shall comFOR !!K
home fur- mence business shall be two thou- tiished for
housekee,
!;. Garcia
sand dollars.
Ml-et.
.

';e

'

i

V.

The names and posioffi
addresses
of the said incorporator and nuin- ber of shares of stock for which they
do hereby subscribe respectively, and
the amount of capital stock-- witli
which said corporation shall commence business, are follows:
John P. Wagner, whose postoffice
address is Santa Fe, Xew Mexico,
subscribes for five shares of said
stock.
Miguel A. Otero, whose postoffice
address is Santa Fe, Xew Mexico,
subscribes for five shares of said
stock.
George W. Prichard, whose postoffice address is Santa Fe, Xew Mexico,
subscribes for five shares of said
stock.
X. B. Laughlin, whose postoffice address is Santa Fe, Xew Mexico, sub;
scribes for five shares of said stock.

FOR RENT

dress Mrs.
e!le street.

S. S.

Fu iiishi d house. Ad- Sutherland. 2"7 Chap- -

,

)

WANTED To rent five or six room
modern house. Chas. E Michael, .'etj
Don Gas;iar.
STOLEN

REWARD

From

t
j

Frank

P. Sturges, Santa Fe. X. M., September 21th, Dim. two Llewellyn
Bird

Dogs 1 female and 1 male. Female
has one black ear with small black
spots on body, well trained. IS month.
old, answers to the name of "Queen."
The male is a
old puppy,
large for his age, has a very "mottley"
face, two black ears and large black
spot on side, mottled
and feel.
Send information to F. P. Sturges.
Chas. Closson.
Sheriff Santa Fo
County, or Capt, Fred Foruoff, Mountthe ed Police, Santa Fe, N. M.

VI.

The term of the existence of
corporation shall be fifty years.

s

Seal of the Territory of New Mexico,
VII.
The number of directors to control at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital,
all affairs of said company, shall be on this twenty-firs- t
day of September,
hereafter fixed by the bylaws of the. A. D. 1909.
NATHAN JAFFA,
company. The power to make and alter the bylaws of this company, shall
Secretary of New Mexico.
be the directors of the company, subBy EDWIN F. COARI), Assistant
ject to amendment or repeal by the Secretary.
Certificate of
stockholders.
of StockIn witness whereof, we have hereholders of DeVarnas Hotel Co.
unto set our hands and seals, this the
The undersigned stockholders in the
21st day of July, A. D., limy.
above named company, a corporation
(Signed)
duly organized under the laws of the
JOHN P. WAGXEH.
(Seal)
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
MIGUEL A. OTERO, (Seal)
certify and declare for themselves and
GEO. W. PUICHARD, (Seal)
all other stockholders of said company,
X. B. LAl'GilLIX,
that there shall be no stockholders'
(Seal)
Territory of Xew Mexico,
liability in said company on account of
County of Santa Fe. ss.
any stock that may be issued to any of
Before me, this 21st day of July, A. said stockholders
therein, and that this
D.. 190!), personally appeared John P.
certificate is made under and by virWagner. Miguel A. Oiero, George W. tue of the
contained in SecPrichard and X. B. Laughlin, to me tion Twenty-fou-provisions
r
of Chapter Seventy-nine- ,
known to be the persons whose names
Laws of 1905, "An Act to Reguare subscribed to the foregoing certhe Formation and Government of
late
tificate, and acknowledged to me that
for Mining. Manufacturthey and each of them signed and Corporations
and other Pursuits," apIndustrial
ing,
executed said certificate as his own
19115. and ail acts and
free act and deed, for the uses and proved March 15.
of acts amendatory thereto.
parts
purposes therein mentioned, end set
Witness our hands and seals this
forth.
25th
day of September, 1909.
In witness whereof. 1 have ihereur.i.o
signed my name and affixed my no- (Signed):
JOHN P. WAGNER, (Seal.)
tarial seal the day and year last
M. A. OTERO, (Seal.)
above written.
GEO.
W. PRICHARD, (Sal.)
JOHN W. MAYES,
(Signed (
New Mexico, County of
of
Territory
Public.
Notary
Santa Fe, ss:
My commission
expires Sept. 18,
Before me the undersigned, a notary
Ifll.
(Notarial Seal)
public in and for said county, perENDORSED:
Xo. G045.
sonally appeared John P. Wagner, M.
A. Otero and George W. Prichard,
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 6, Page 1.
whose names are subscribed to the
Articles of Incorporation of
DE VARGAS HOTEL COMPAXY.
foregoing Certificate of
Filed in office of Secretary of New and acknowledged to me that they and
Mexico. July Ti, 1909, 10 a. m.
each of them signed and executed the
NATHAN JAFFA,
said certificate as his own free act
Secretary. and deed for the purposes therein
Compared C. F. K. to O.
mentioned.
t
Certificate of Comparison.
Witness my hand and notarial seal
this 25th day of September, A. D. 1909.
Territory of New Mexico,
Office of the Secretary.
ANNA M. LEESON,
(Signed)
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the Ter- (Notarial Seal.)
Notary Public.
ritory of New Mexico, do hereby, cerMy commission
expires June 21,
tify that there was filed for record at 1913.
two o'clock j). in., on the twenty-fiftEndorced.
No. 6128.
day of September, A. D. 1909; Certificate Of Stockholders'
of
Cor. Rec'd Vol 6 Page 1.1,
De Vargas Hotel Company, No. 6128; Certificate of Stockholders'
and also, that I have comparedythe folof DeVargas
Hotel Company,
lowing copy of the same, with the filed in office of Secretary of New Mexoriginal thereof now on file, and de- ico, September 25, 1909, 2 p. m.
clare it to be a correct transcript
NATHAN JAFFA,
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
Secretary.
'
Given under my hand and the Great
Compared C. F. K. to E. F. C.
y
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Women Softer
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m tor their female troubles.
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Cardui has been found to
i
i
ana aiziuicic uwudiiic, uauitacne, pain m me siae
wucs
noin aerangea organs, it does more
,3
arismg
- if used
than relieve,persistently, many have .writ- 3
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Laxative Fruit Syrop
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It Will Help You

37

Mrs. Harwell Johnson, Tampa, Fla., wites: "Cai-ancured
me after doctors and everything else had failed. I had been Buffer-in- g
i

with numb spells ever since I was 16 years old. One
day I
decided to take Cardui. I have now taken 5 bottles and I can
say
that it has curd me. I'advise all suffering women to give Cardui
a long and fair trial." ;V
MrS. JohrtSOn finfferpd vonro TTotto vnn? Tln trvrt tttSoK
9
But why suffer at all? Take Cardui. Give it a fair trial
.
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their sincere and heartfelt thanks for means," she said, "we must make her
the courteous and careful attention believe it is a case of murder."
Adheres to Murder Theory.
gr.oti the unfortunate girl apd for the'
John V. Conway the county suporin- j
floral remembrances.
Cantaloupe
Shipments The ship- - u'"lent of schools still clings to the
tnents of cantaloupes from Las Cruces idea of murder. He states that on
this year was 149 cars. The season lf'e londay night oetore the girl left
was not a good one and farmers have Santa Fe she was at his house and
come to the conclusion that they must wi,h others j.Iayed the piano and
u
She was verv
sang.
diversify their crops.
evening. When it came time to go
Taft Will Stor at Mesilla Park
President Taft will stop several min home .Mr. Conway accompanied her
at the d00r he assured her that
ntes at Mesilla Park mui will be ereet-!anshe would receive a Position. He told
ed bv the students of the College of
10
ht' n
w,orr' or 8row despond- Agriculture and Mechanic Arts.
Sle
he sas' "Indeed 1
rePIled".
Southwestern Editorial Association Will
t
tir J
vv nmmr
call has- been issued for a meeting:
e,.uiiueu(.
am a nlucky girl, ain't I?"
of the newspaper men of N'ew Mexico,,
has a brother
Montgoin
Arizona ahrl Western Texas at El Paso
at Ornviii m...
on Presidents Day at October 10 to, and anoth
Eugene Montgomery, at
.
xatchez

MINOR CITY TOPICS

PHONE

NO. 92.

Denver,

Colo.,

Sept. 29.

Forecast for New Mexico: Fair
weather tonight and Thursday
with stationary temperature.

KUHNERS

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

M.

i

You find all the popular brands of
cigars at Weltmer's.
Reserve your seats now for the
Royal Hungarian
Orchestra, which
will be at the Elks' theatre on Friday
night, October 1st.
iwcmy iviiies or vemeni waiKs
Las Cruces has laid twenty miea of'
cement walks the past six months
besides macadamizing its Main street
.
Santa Fe had better get a move on.
Deming Gets Next Meeting The .soctat ion.
Deming and Silver City Will Be
grand lodge of Knights of Pythias at
Socorro, has decided to meet at Dem- There The school children of Deming
ing next year. Cbivton wan ten tho and Silver City are to be at El Paso
honor but the Windmill Citv had the duning President Taft s visit and will
votes.
shout for statehood.
It is an admitted fact that real es
Costs Something to Display
Six
financial men and merchants all
Shooter O. H. Wagner
tate,
was fined
I Kit) and costs for displaying a six say that quickest and best results aie
shooter too freely at Carrizozo. In de- obtained by advertising in the New
fault of payment he was taken to jail Mexican.
at Lincoln.
Postpone Granting Franchise The SUICIDE THEORY
GAINS STRENGTH.
city council of Clovis has turned down
the street car franchise wanted by
(Continued from Page One.)
Moberly, Mo., people, ana will draft a
franchise which will give Clovis more
Miss Montgomery made the stateadvantage.
ment
that she expected two letters
Abe-lino
Licenses
Granted
Marriage
Torres and Merisina Romero, and that she intended that morning
both aged 22, and Samuel W. Davis, leaving on the train. Where she was
to
aged 44. and Katie Carmichael, aged going she refused to state even
To another party
3:!, have been granted marriage li- her best friend.
when asked one time concerning her
censes at Roswell.
Sale
of
William
Big
Norris relatives she replied that she would
Sheep
bought 5,500 head of sheep belonging consider it an absolute insult for anyto Charles de Bremond of Roswell, one to ask her anything at all about
3,000 lambs from Atkinson & Sons, her people. This was taken at once
of Corona, and 1,200 wethers from J. to mean that site had had some
trouble at home and the idea is fur-- i
G. Clancy at Puerto de Luna.
statement of
Royal Hungarian Orchestra at Elks' ther strengthened by the
theatre Friday night, October 1st. Re- the sister that nothing had been
heard . from Miss Montgomery for
T7,icr,l.r.-- .,
nnw
serve.!
- v upntu
w .. rm cal
l
O.
otliv- - of
n, i
aie re- weather Continues Fair Septem- - aouic lime. uuit-to
ted
made
bv
been
have
the
pei
her promises to go out with a record
.
,
,
.
iuvarious.. limes snowing lua.
ot unbroken sunshine for the last ft11
,
.,
t
uvei tier laiiui e iu
three and a half weeks, the indications rsutf was vvui
: i. ,.
xt
,,...

i
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JUST RECEIVED
What's tie matter with Eaer Kraut

Spare J ibs

&

For Your Saturday Dinner we HaveTh em
KM

HONE

VO. 92.

phone
NO. 92.

L

S$8es

I

CASH

4

No

Grocery

j

4

No.

1

Bakery

g

contract with our present baker terminates; after
v.hich date our bakery will be improved to the highest standard of excellence.
We have procured the services of the best baker that Denver afforded and
the best that money would secure. We are going to give the people of Santa
Fe bakery goods that will be equal to anything produced anywhere. We will
increase in size and greatly improve on quality. All we ask is a chance
to "show you."
On October 1st our

2

1--

2

coupons

2

Per cent

i

Phone

No.

4.

1--

2

Per cent

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

Phone

&

No.

4

:TA

FURRIER

j

'

k

M.

...

FUNERALS gs&jfiL.
Phone Red 18u.
AND

..

.

J. D. MULLIGAN

Ave.

SATISF4CT0RILY

DONE.

...

A

,:

j

"

j

COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE

Anthracite

d

Smithing

C

Coal all sizes
Coal

d

'

AND RETAIL

Screened Raton Lump
Monero
Cerrillos "

n

$4 50 per ton
5.25 " -

6.00"

Sawed Wood and Kindling
All Kinds of Steam Coal.

'

CAPITAL COAL YARD

Near A., T. & S. F. Depot.'

Phone

85.'.

Office

K

r
tt

x

i CHOICE EOF
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NAVAJO AND
CHIMAYO
BLANKETS

V
K
to

it
K
H

K

If

AU

J.
301-30-

3

K
K

K.
W
!

w

Ladies who visit the store will receive a free souvenie''
We will shortly have in a full line of
Mexican Stiaw Hats at 50cts. each

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
S. CANDELARIO Proprietor.
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N,

K

K

FOR FIVE CENTS

K

K.

K
K

.

K
IS

r0am in the mountains and this love
for the montainS
her
to wnere she was ?vhen kluok
receiving the letter she expected she
probably decided to take a walk and
naturally sought out the mountains
where she might admire.the beautiful
scenery "
Mrs. Polk fnrther 8tatfid
sister was between 28 and
near Trinidad, Colo., yesterday by be-- of
age. she was born 0 a J68
ing run over by an engine of the near Sacramento,
Al- California.
Colorado & Wyom.ng Railroad.
He though she suffered at times with ' a
was unmarried.
mnoh
Teamster Drowned By Collapse of she was not in the least affected with
,
Bridge jonn OBnen, a
osis. The discrepancy
be
was drowned in the Rio Gi
Jhe statements made
to the
Norte, Colorado, by the c
Jer men and
the remarks
bridge over which he v
the Palace hotel and at the
with his
Thi
residence is difficult to rewere precipitated into th
but may be due to the
the bridge giving way. 1
At Kennedy's
the county through the dei
k made the statement that
the bridge will be $10,000.
9 thought the case to be one
Extend Thanks
e she did not want such a
The relatives of Miss
reach her mother as it would
r untold anguish.
Montgomery wish to exten
"By all
hun.id.ty at 6 a. ni., u;'- per cent. Re- lative humidity at 6 p. m., 25 per cent.
Relative humid ay average for the
day, 40 per cent Lowest temperature
durtng last night, 44 degrees. Temper- ature at 6 a. m. today, 46 degrees.
Killed By Train E. Espinoza of
New Mexico, an eighteen
year old
coal mmer was killed at Segundo,,'

to- -

K

fisOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS
K
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Lived at Santa Fe Many Years Where
He Represented the Denver
and
Rio Grande Road.

Albert Seaman Weaver Barney, for
years in the service of the
Denver & Rio Grande railroad in various capacities, for several years a
resident of Santa Fe, and one of ihn
oldest railroad men in the country in
point of actual service, died at St.
Joseph's hospital at Denver on Sunday at the age of 07 years.
twenty-si-

x

He was born in L'tica, N. Y., .July
1842, and entered active railroad
work with the Cleveland & Ohio railroad in 1858, Since that time he has
heen engaged yith
various roads
throughout the country in varying capacities until September 1, 1908, when
REBUILDING BUSINESS
of ill health.
BLOCK IN TEXICO. he resigned because
Among the railroads he has served
Border City is Undismayed By Its Re- with are the Cleveland & Toledo,
Michigan Central, Big Four, Louisville
cent Reverses and Will Go
& Nashville, Lakeshore &
Right Ahead.
Michigan
Southern, Santa Fe and Denver & Rio
(Special Correspondence to the New Grande. With the latter road he
served in the auditor's office, as
Mexican.)
agent
Texico, N. M., Sept. 29. The burnt at Trinidad, traveling freight agent
district in Texico, Curry c6unty, is and traveling live stock agent.
to be rebuilt at once. N. H. Cruce
He is survived by his widow, one
of Eldorado, Missouri,
Mrs. Clarabelle Gibson,
daubhter,
bought fifty
foot frontage oh the southwest corner Cleveland, Ohio; one son, Carlson
of the burnt block through the M. M. Scholl Barney, Denver, and two sisters
Craig Real Estate Company. The living in Ohio.
building is to be of concrete or brick
and will be a two story business block
running 120 feet back. It will be
modern in every respect. Coker,
Triplet & Co., will in part occupy the
MONEYS AND METALS.
structure with their dry goods and
New York, Sept. 29 Prime paper
grocery store. Other property own- 4
5, Mexican dollars 43; call
ers are also arranging to rebuild. The money firm 2
new school building will be
ready for
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
occupancy by October 10, to the great
Chicago, Sept. 29.
Wheat Sept.
delight of teachers, parents and
106; Dec. 100l-8- .
Corn Sept. 64
; Dec. 58
Oats Sept. 44
Dec. 38
Pork Sept. 25; Jan. 18.471-2- .
Lard Sept. 12.271-2- ; Oct. 12.10.
Ribs Sept. 11.95; Oct. 11.621-2- .
HOW THEY STAND.
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Sept. 29. Wool auiet:
National League.
territory .western mediums 2328
Won. Lost. P. C. fine mediums 22?. 24: fin.. 1:.A71Q
106
38
736
Pittsburg .
LIVE STOCK.
97
Chicago .
47
Kansas City, Sept. 29. Cattle Re- .674
New York .
(15
.612 ceipts
54
14,000, including 1.000 south- Cincinnati .
74
72
Market steady to strong.
.507 j eras-

i

31,

.

MARKET REPORT
2

4

BASEBALL

.

-

steers
$4.508.15; southern
'cows $2.403.75; native cows and
'
heifers $2.255.50; stockers and
.
92
ers $3.25( 5.50;
.
bulls $2.503.75;
102
calves $2.50((i,7.50:
American League.
western steers
Won. Lost. P.C. $3.756.50; western cows $2.754.25.

Philadelphia
Brooklyn
St. Louis
Boston .

Detroit

70
51
50
39

.

.

Philadelphia

Boston
Chicago
New York
Cleveland
St. Louis .
Washington

74
93

.95

52

92
85
73

54
59
72
70

C9

70

78

CO

83

38

10S

.354
.352

feed-.27-

Hogs
Rceipts 12,000. Market 5
.647
.630 lower. Bulk sales S7.S0?,s fnpackers and butchers
.590 iJS.lOigS.SO;
.503 i$7.908.25; light ?7.60fD8.10;
pigs
.476 t ?5.507.25.
Sheep
Receipts 10.000. Market
.473
Muttons $4.25(0)4.85; lambs
.420 steady.
.260 $5.506.50; range wethers and yeari

lings $4.255.25;

Western League.
Won. Lost. P. C
Des Moines
Sioux City
Omaha . .
Topeka . .

94
.

.94

..83
..76
..72

.,.

-

59
60

610

OS

&oO

72
81
82
90

5.00.

Chicnp-r-

I

18,000.

i

range ewes

S3.25t.ti

n
Senf 90
Market shade lower. Beeves

$3.958.30;
Texas, steers $3.755;
western steers $3.906.50;
stockers
and feeders $3.105.20; cows, heifers

513
471
calves
Denver . .
.68
453
Hogs
Receipts 12,000. Market 5
Lincoln .
..60
.400 to 10 lower.
Light $7.60PS.25; mixed
Pueblo . .
93
385 $7.65 8.35: heavy
,.58
$7.508.35; rough
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY
$..ouca (.80; good, choice heavy $7.80
National League.
rT8.35; pigs $6.407.60; bulk
sales

Wichita

Boston at St. Louis.
Brooklyn at Cincinnati.
New York at Pittsburg.
Philadelphia at Chicago.
American League.
St. Louis at New York.
Chicago at Philadelphia.
Detroit at Boston.
Cleveland at Washington.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
National League.
Pittsburg 9; New York 13.
Brooklyn 4; Cincinnati 1.
Boston 2, 3 ; St. Louis 1, 7.
Philadelphia 3; Chicago 2.
American League.
Detroit 5; New York 1.
Chicago 5: Washington 1.
Philadelphia 7; Cleveland 0.
Western League.
Des Moines 5; Lincoln 3.
Pueblo 3, 5; Wichita 7, 1.
Topeka 9, 2; Denver 8, 1.
Omaha 6, 7; Sioux City 2, 5.
Pacific Coast League.
Oakland 1; Portland 2.
Sacramento 2; San Francisco

J25.90;

$79.

j

$7.908.25.

Sheep
Receipts 30,000. Market
weak, Native $2.654.85;
western
$2.755; yearlings $4.505.40; lambs

native $4.257; western

$l7.

SEALED PROPOSALS.
Sealed proposals will be received
by
the Board of County Commissioners of
Santa Fe County, at the office of the
Probate Clerk up to noon the ninth day
of October, 1909, for the
heating, plumbing and electric wiring of the court
house now under construction. Plans
and specifications can be seen at the
office of the probate clerk, or I. H. &
W. M. Rapp & Co.,
architects, also
at the building. Seperate
proposals
will be received oh each.
Address all
bids to George W. Armijo,
probate
clerk.
Chairman

0

a

Board County

I. SPARKS,

If you want anything on earth
New Mexican want "ad."

-

m

Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices

A

-

DEATH OF ALBERT
SEAMAN WEAVER BARNEY.

i

Garfield Avenue

t.

-

i.ri

Undertaker and Embalmer

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

r

.Ua
71 de-

of a position had been made her
maximum
was
one
at Bent
saye th(.
Qtero
grees and the minimum 40 degrees.
but
stated
th;U
ghe
rel,eatedly
00nty
f he relative humidity at 6 o clock was she
a school at Santa Fe
preferred
'
as she was better acquainted here and
'.a'" Cen '
Warrants Tied Up Again-Th- ose
this was the first time she had ever
creditors for 1904 of Bernalillo county, been awav from her home alone.
be
t?"BhA1that ;th,elr C,i;imtS
mother and Other Sister Arrive,
paid
At noon todav the nl0ther of the
tax cases, must face another delay for
rl and allother siste
Inez Mont.
county Treasurer E. Pmney has refus- arrived
from Greenville,
gomerV(
ed to honor the warrants because of a
Both were nearly pros
Mississippi.
claim of the city of Albuquerque to trated
with
grief,
especially the moth-par- t
of the back taxes.
er wl0 u p.ist seventy. Her grief is
Entire Change of Pictures at Elks
pitiable.
Owing to their conditions,
Theater Tonight-F- our
reels of pic- - neith(.r was apur0ached for an inter-tttre- s
will be shown at Elks' theater view
though later thev mav" throw
each night the rest of this week,
more light on the 'matter.
cept Friday when the Royal Hunga- ,nuest Bem3 Held"
lian Orchestra has the
This morning at ten thirty the inwill be no pictures next week, as the
Spooner-WoolocStock Company will quest was begun, Judge Jose Maria
Garcia presiding.
Levi A. Hughes
have the entire week.
General C. F. Easley questioned
and
Stand Demolished
By Runaway
The stand of C. L. Hayes in front of the witnesses. After about un hour's
the First National bank at Roswell, session, the investigation was postwas demolished by a runaway team poned until one thirty and is still in
of J. W. Hawk which dashed into it. session. All testimony is being careAt the same time, a horse belonging fully taken by an expect stenograto William Darclay was scared into pher and every possible effort will
running away by the discharge of a be made to arrive at the true facts
of the case.
cannon at the New Mexico
Military
Institute.
Contradicts Story.
Why is THE ALBANY known (ill
When seen by a New Mexican rep-- i
all
OVer thiS ereat broad TnnrT nf
fV.
nr.
.
.
tl,iio mnmintr
kj
GDI
uvi CInoO rpSPntntlVP
uiviiuuf,, Hat
the hotel of hotels in which to stop deuce of J. V.
Mrs.
Conwav,
the
Polk,
i. c: i :
vyu-.ueuver. n because of the ex-- sister ot Miss Montgomery, appeared
iu t.
cellence of its service not only in the vel'.V eatni and self possessed
and
room accommodations, but also for th readily submitted to an interview.
dainty, delicious meals they serve, as She. however, now insists that her
well as the first class music render- - sister was murdered.
That her sis-e- d
by the orchestra under the rtirec- - ter carried a revolver she exnlains bv
tion of Genevra Waters Baker. Taken stating that the girl's brother had
all in all jt is the real cozy,
conify ma'le her a present of it and had,
and cheerful haunt, not onlv of the made her promise always to carry it
vast majority of the visitors to Den- - when Sdng out.
ver, hut of the Denver peonle. who re- "My sister." sain Mrs Pnii.
haa
gard it as their very own home.
j always been raised to be a
good Chris- Another Good Attraction The Mer- - ,ial and I think suicide would never
ry Widower pleased a fair-sizeShe was a girl of;
au- - eater her mind.
dience at the Elks' theatre last night, a lovable disposition.
At no time
Streeter-Bryaand
the
Musical was she ever melancholy though it is
umeay company left Santa Fe well P"s'Ue sne may nave at times had;
pleased with the reception given them the blues as do all people. She had '
been writing home up to within a
The next attraction will be the
Royal
Hungarian Orchestra on Friday night, short time of her death, always writ-- :
October 1st, for which tickets are now ing in glowing terms of the grandeur
and magnificence
on sade at Fischer's. The
of the scenery
prices are
about
within reach of all, 75c, 50c and 25c.
Santa Fe. She1
abounding
wrote also about her splendid chances
DAILY WEATHER REPORT.
of securing a position as a teacher
hanta Fe, N. M., Sept. 28, 1909
wnat..sne intended doine
Maximum temperature. 71 derr
T"
S
She was
p08ItI0nT
at 2:43 p. m. Minimum temperature
4,,Ite a niiwician and was an excellent
40 a?vPP
t .wn

Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a
Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

No. 125 Palac

-

j

1

T
temperature

tZ

GAME HEADS MOUNTED

PICTURE

,

1

Every Description of work in our line done to order

SANTA FE, N.

,

1

2

F. Andrews,

luci

,v--

Come in and ask about the Coupon system which
saves you 2
p?r cent in addition to our low prices.
1--

-

I

29, 1909

WE CORDIALLY INVITE
YOUR ATTENTION
TO OUR

DISPLAY OF

Fall Mcdels, Pattern and Tailored Hats
In Belts, Collars and
Handkerchiefs etc.

NOVELTIES

vr

,

a Moda Millinery
Phone B'ack

78

'.

Catron. Block.

trv

